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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 44.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY JUNE 19, 1907.
MILLION DOLLAR
IRRIGATION WORKS

LE BY

S

Cimarron Valley Land Company With
Headquarters In Cimarron is Incorporated.

Celestial Show Is
a Unique
AN

ALLSTflR

Articles of incorporation for another
private irrigation project in Colfax
County were filed yesterday in the
office of the Territorial
Secretary.
The name of this latest enterprise is
the Cimarron Valley Land Company
and the total authorized capitalization
is placed at $1,000,000.
According to the charter it Is the
purpose
company to construct
an Irrigation system in the Cimarron
Valley with headquarters at Cimarron.
A reservoir for the storage of water
for Irrigation purposes is to be constructed at or near the confluence of
the Moreno and Cieneguilla Rivers.
It is proposed to have the main
canal for the distribution of water
about twenty miles in length beginning at a point near the confluence of
the Cimarron and Cimarroncito Rivers and running in a southeasterly
direction along the divide between
the Cimarron and Rayado Rivers to
the uplands south of the latter
of-th-

CASTE

Delightful Program and

Su-

perb Decorations Large
Audience Present.
Clad in dainty kimonas of every
conceivable hue which enhanced their
natural beauty a bevy of pretty girls
made an imaginary trip last evening
to China and Japan. It was through
the medium of a vaudeville
show
which was presented for the benefit
of the Woman's Board of Trade,
under the auspices of Mrs. Arthur
L.
Baca.
Seligman and Mrs. R.
Unique in its conception and clever
in its execution it has attained the
high water mark in local amateur
.
theatricals, although, strictly speaking It was more of a concert than a
.
variety show..
The Oriental entertainment was
greeted by an audience both large and
appreciative. Indeed if any more
people had applied for admission it
would have been impossible to have
found a place for them as standing
room was at a premium when the performance began. The affair was a
series of surprises from beginning to
end and the enthusiasm evinced by
the audience was positive proof of its
'
and genuine
enjoyment.
thorough
was
on the program
number
Every
roundly applauded and encores were
the rule. Although the performance
lasted two solid hours It is doubtful
If there was a single person present
among the spectators but what wished
:
there was more of it.
Program Mainly Musical.
That Santa Fe has musical talent
among its feminine contingent that
would attract attention anywhere was
demonstrated in last night's' vaudeville. The specialties were - almost
entirely musical numbers' and of these
with two exceptions were all vocal.'.-Iafforded an opportunity of listening
to
a program
that comprised
an all star caste as it were, and there
was diversity enough to please all.
Because of the character of the entertainment the selections of course
had to do mainly with the Japanese
or Chinese. Miss Evelyn Dougherty
opened the program with a vocal
which
solo entitled, "Sweet Sana-oo,- "
she sang, very sweetly and an encore
was demanded.
Miss Dougherty appeared later in a trio in which the
others 'were Miss Hansen and Miss
Harding. They sang two Japanese
songs which were both encored. The
first was "A Japanese Love Song"
and the second "Society Belles." Miss
Hansen and Miss Harding were both
also on the program for vocal solos
which merited the hearty applause received.
Miss Emilie Walter scored one of
the hits of the evening in her "Quail
Song." She appeared attired in a
natty hunting costume with a rifle
slung over her arm, and won the
admiration of the male portion of the
andience at least, by the' whistled call
"
of Bob White. Later she sang
another Japanese love song.
She was called back both times.
Miss Bean's Second Public Appearance
Here.
Misa Virginia Bean, the talented
young violinist was heard for the first
time by many residents of Santa Fe.
She came here recently with her parAlents from Duluth, Minnesota.
though still a girl in years her playing denotes the skill of a finished artist. She was on the program for two
numbers, during the rendition of
which her hearers were held enraptured and she was forcedsto respond
to encores.
Dressed In a flowing robe such as
was worn in the days of the early
iRomans, Mrs. Alan R. McCord dramatically described the chariot race in
"Ben Hur," the book which was written by Lew Wallace while he was
Governor1 of New Mexico. Her ability as an elocutionist as well as singer is Well known here and she received
her share of applause.
Not the least pleasing part of the
show were the "stunts" performed by
; the
five little girls dressed as Chinese boys. They were Anita Baca,
Ramona Baca, Amelia McFie, Nellie
Friday and Nellie Harrison. They appeared either all together or severally
in clever little specialties.
They captivated their audience wUii the funny
little song about "Wing Lee's Rag- '
time Clock.
Another catchy specialty was a
wand drill in which four participated.
Misses McFie, Friday and Harrison
sans a characteristic little song en- '
titled "Kamara." and Anita Baca sang
"

stream.

SHEEP RAISERS
SAVE 90 PER CENT
This Average of Lamb Crop in Northern Rio Arriba County Jose R.
Martinez Tells of Conditions.

S0JF1CE

HI

UNCLE SAM OIL
COMPANY LOSES

AT

Jose

R. Martinez, of Tierra Amari-11a- ,
reached the city last night and
will remain here until Saturday.
He
came to attend the commencement exercises at St. Michael's College and
at the Academy of the Sisters of
in which educational institutions
he has a son Isaac iMartinez and a
daughter Miss Higinia Martinez in atHis sons and daughters
tendance.
have been educated at the college if
boys, and if girls at the academy,
and he is very well pleased with the
results obtained. He is a good and
mercitizen, prosperous
respected
chant and a successful sheep grower,
and has been a resident of Tierra
Amarilla for over 25 years. He is a
native of this city and a brother of
Romulo Martinez, who was U. S.
marshal of the Territory under the
first Cleveland administration.
Mr. Martinez reports that in his
section lambing of sheep has been
very successful and that In northern
Rio . Arriba .. County- - the . averaee .of .
lamns saven wm ue yu per renu i nu
animals are in very fine condition,
large and fat. The water supply and
ranges are as good as they can be
desired. This spring the rain and
snow fall have been above the normal and much cold weather has prevailed through
the spring season.
With the exception of fruit 'crops of
wheat, of alfalfa, and vegetables are
in very good shape and promise
heavy yields. The water supply for
irrigation is abundant. The people of
and
his section are prosperous
Lo-rett- o

HOW GERMANY VIEWS
ANGLO-FRENCAGREEMENT

June 19. Neu Frerie
Vienna,-Presse publishes a statement from
what it considers a reliable source
and Spanish
that the
agreement besides guaranteeing the
maintenance of statue quo, pledges
common procedure in event of unfor-seeAnglo-Frenc- h

contingencies
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CAPTURE

STRIKE

LEADER

MEETING

PfiECIPITAIKUVELY DEBATE

This Move Further Inflames Report of Committee on
Credentials Rejected-Mac-KenPopulace But Troops Prevent Outbreak.
Leads Fight.
zie

-

Paris, June
full force

Martial

19.

law is in

in the

vineyards of South
France and the government is hope
ful that this display
of unitary
strength will crush the incipient rebellion of the striking winegrowers.
M. Ferroul, the striking mayor of

Xarboune and next to Marcella Al
bert, the most prominent figure in
the Winegrowers' revolt, was arrested
at his residence in Xarbonne by a
strong force of soldiers this morning
and hurried away to Montpeliei.
Intense excitement prevails at Narbonne
but the people thus far have been
over-aweby the military display.
Albert succeeded in escaping from
the headquarters of the Winegrowers'
organization at Argelllers shortly before the place was raided by troops
this morning.
Capture Rebel Leader.
a
.Montpelier, France, June 1!).
Albert, the leader and ',' instigator of the Winegrower's strike and
the consequent uprising, was arrested
this afternoon by the government
forces and brought here and placed in
jail. His capture is expected to end
the rebellion.
-

Mar-ceili-

LABORER DRAWN

THROUGH PIPE
Suction Carried a Man Uninjured
Feet Escape
2,000
Nearly
From Death Miraculous.
Mexico City, June
yesterday was drawn

19. A' laborer
by suction into

a sluice pipe of the Necaxa power
plant ..and shot at a terriblaejed
pipe lor Deadthrough the twenty-incly 2,000 feet, then thrown through
feet to the
the air for seventy-fivdumping pile. He landed on his head,
then got. to his feet and scratched his
head to remember what had happened. Meanwhile the litter of the
Xecaxa hospital was on its way to
pick up the pieces.

ETERNITY

in United States Court Renders
Verdict Favoring Receivership
Millions Involved.

Denver, Colo., June 19. At the
opening of the Public Lands Convention today it was announced that the
work of the credentials committee had
been handicapped by an indiscriminate issuing of delegates' tickets and it
was impossible to separate the accredited delegates from others holding
tickets who were not entitled to them.
In order to avoid the suspicion that
the convention was inimical to the na
tional administration, the general committee entrusted to Mark Woodruff,
head of the Pike's Peak Forest Reserve, tlie duty of receiving the credentials of delegates and Issuing tickets. By inuondo, Woodruff was accused of having attempted to "pack"
the convention with a view to securing support for the administration
land policies.
The filial reort of the committee on
credentials precipitated a lively debate when it was discovered that the
committee had given Colorado one
vote for every delegate present and
one for every delegate accredited,
votes, while for
making a total of i
the other states only thos present
were given votes.' President Murdo
MacKenzie of the American National
Live Stock Association, led the attack
on the report.
Senator Warren of Wyoming sec
onded MacKenzie. He demanded to
know whether the convention was a
meeting of Colorado people or of people of the entire West. The report
was referred back to the committee
with instructions to bring in a report,
in accordance with the official call.

h

Kan., June 19. The
the case of the Uncle Sam Oil

While

Drawing

UP

Freight-Bo- dies

in

Mangled--Caus- e

is Unknown.
Florence, Colo., June 19. 'Engineer
Thoma3 Ewing, Fireman O'Brien and
Brakeman Gooch, all of Pueblo, were
Instantly killed this morning by the
explosion of the boiler of an engine
drawing extra westbound freight No.
1140 a mile east of here. The cause
of the explosion is not known.
The bodies of the
trainmen
were blown a distance of several hundred yards and were frightfully
mangled. At the time of the accident
the train was running at a rate of thir.:.
ty miles an hour.
d
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self-defens-

five-sixth-

RUSSIAN

Put Down Mutiny
After Bloody En-

five-year-o-

,

Subscribe for the Dally New
and get the news.

Counsel For State
and Defense Lock
Horns at Boise

Company in which H. H. Tucker, Jr.,
sought to have the receiver appointed
by the State Supreme Court discharged, rendered a verdict today find
ing against Tucker. The receivership
stands. The verdict was written by
Judge Amidon in the TTnited States
district court and was accepted by OBJECTS
EXHIBITS
the jury upon the judge's instructions
By today's verdict, two large refin
eries, one at Atchison and one at
Richardson Says InflammaCherryvale, and a pipe line 250 miles
long, together with thousands of bartory Articles in Magazine
rels of oil, are turned over to the reare Not Admissable.
ceiver to dispose of for the benefit of
the stockholders.
These number upwards of 10,000, most of whom are
Boise, Idaho, June 19. When the
farmers and worklngmen of moderate trial of W. D. Haywood was resumed
means. The assets of the company this morning, Senator Corah, for the
are estimated at $5,000,000.
state, specifically named certain articles in various numbers of the Miners' Magazine which he offeerd as eviIN MEMORY OF
dence. To the introduction of these
MARTYRED PRESIDENT exhibits
the defense made a gene:al
objection on the ground that the ev:
A Marble Obelisk Eighty-si- x
Feet High deuce failed to connect the defendant-witto Be Dedicated at Buffalo, New
the murder of
Steun
York, in September.
enberg and stated they would present
a specific objection to eacli exhibit.
Buffalo, X. Y., June 19. The obeThese articles will be read to the
lisk erected here by the state of Xew jury if the court holds them as eviYork and the city of Buffalo, in mem- dence. E. P. Richardson made the arory of the late President McKinley, gument for the defense against the
will be dedicated the first week in admission of
the magaznie articles.
The obelisk is a pure He read at
September.
from the evidence
length
white marble shaft, eighty-sifeet in in the
case to show that the
Spies
height. On two sides of the pedestal Miners' Magazine articles did not comare inscribed the record of William
McKinley as a soldier and statesman. pare with the violent language used
by Johann Most in writing to his spies
On the north side is the following:
and
with the anarchist revolutionary
"William McKinley died in Buffalo
in the eighties.
writings
September 14, 1901, the victim of a
Richardson
admitted
Haywood's
treacherous assassin, who shot the
prejudice
against Steunenberg, but
President as l.c was extending to him
said that hundreds of thousands oi
the hand of friendship."
people likewise condemned the coursi
north
and
west,
snst,
south,
Facing
adopted
by Steunenberg and shoulj
and from the angles of the pedestal
are four sleeping lions in marble, of not be held responsible for the Governor's murder.
heroic rXw.
Richardson admitted some of the
Miners' Magazine articles were intemILL-FATELAUNCH
perate in tone, but claimed they were
FOULED ITSELF nothing more than ordinary newspaper abuse.
Senator Borah argued that the arti19
Admiral
June
Washington,
cles
should te admitted as was done
Emory arrived from Hampton Roads
today with the report of the naval in the Spies case, as they showed the
board of investigation which has been enmity of the organisation of which
"
loca a tha launch the defendant was an officer to. .S
of the battleship Minnesota June luiu:
violence.
RioMuuican
The board found that the launch had
.xaivod
tha areunient.
in iu articles luii- fouled the steel hawser with which Mf HjiSl 11.111
the tug Crisfield was towing a barge tained in the magazine was the use of
e
advocated.
carrying loaded freight cars from arms except in
under
the
took
crimWood
Xo
to
question
Xorfolk.
Charles
Judge
Cape
inality is attached to the officers of advisement and the court adjourned
the Crisfield who were in ignorance at 11 o'clock until 2 o'clock this

Congressman R. W. Bonynge.of Colo
rado, the "Public Land Policy."
the
that if
Bonynge claimed
were carplans of
ried out it would have the effect of
s
of the public
withdrawing
lands of the West from entry. C. P.
Arnold of Wyoming made a sarcastic
of the disaster.
Notwithstanding the fact that the speech on the work of the forestry
state.
was
in
his
diameter of the pipe
only twenty service
FAIR AND WARMER
Inches, the impelling force of the watBETTER WAGES FOR
WEATHER ON THURSDAY.
er was such that the workman was
RECEPTION
FREIGHT HANDLERS
carried through with only a few bruis- CURRY
es and no severe injury, though, he
COMMITTEES MEET "Showers this afternoon and toAdvances Amounting to $250,000 Anwas naked when he landed on the
night; Thursday fair and warmer
nually Likely to Be Granted
was the official foredumping pile.
Making Preliminary Arrangements weather." That
Them in Chicago.
cast today for Xew Mexico. In Santa
for Inauguration of New Governor
6
o'clock
this
at
Fe the temperature
Other Meetings to Follow.
NEWS BRIEFS.
Chicago, June 19. Five thousand
morning was 51 degrees and the lowhandlers of Chicago probably
49
freight
There was held yesterday afternoon est temperature during last night
Silver City Lodge No. 413, B. P. O.
will
in wages
advances
receive
maximum
The
temperature
Elks, dedicated its handsome new a meeting of the members of the ex degrees.
within
to
$250,000
a.
annually
70
11:45
amounting
was
degrees at
having in yesterday
$35,000 theater on Monday evening. ecutive and
47 a few days. The Chicago, Milwaukee
minimum
and
the
m.,
temperature
The Initial performance will be given charge the matter of preparing for
at 3:10 . m., making the and St. Paul Railway yesterday ofon Thursday evening when local tal- the inauguration of Captain George degrees
fered its men a seven per cent Inmean
for the twenty-fou- r
ent will present a farce comedy en- Curry as Governor of Xew Mexico up- hours temperature
which they accepted, although
crease
58 degrees.
The relative humon his arrival here in July.
titled "It Pays to Advertise."
been asking for a twelve
had
80
cent
and
was
for
the
per
they
day
Dr. Marlon Imes chief inspector for
Plans for the inaugural ceremonies idity
cent raise. The other roads are
the precipitation 0.32 inch.
per
discussed. It was
New Mexico and Arizona of the were informally
expected to follow the example.
Bureau of Animal Industry, in an in- decided that the chairmen of the sevterview says that no progressive eral
should get their
HEART TROUBLE
outline
SAVE
sheep man will shear his flocks twice committees
together and
a year. The wool of a year's growth, their part of the work so as to be in
CAUSES DEATH
according to Dr. Imes, is a finer staple a position to report progress at the
than a half year's growth and brings next general meeting to be called
Mrs. Ignasia Dominguez de Chavez
a much better price.
NAVY
by the chairman of the executive
Dies at Age of Fifty Years
of
The committees having charge
committee.
Funeral Tomorrow.
the Las Vegas (Fourth of July celebration are now at work soliciting
Heart trouble was the cause of tht.
funds and Indications are that the APPROVES STRIKE
of Mrs. Ignasia Dominguez de
death
grandest Independence day celebraOF TELEGRAPHERS
which occurred yesterday at
Chaves,
in
Meadow
the
tion
history of the
the family home on Garcia Street.
City will take place this year.
MemThe deceased was fifty years of age
Two new cases have just been filed General Executive Board Thinks
of Union Have Grievance
bers
and a
resident of Santa Fe.
in the district court for San Miguel
To Take Effect Soon.
Her husband, who was Francisco
County. Annie E. Moyer has brought
suit against Lizzie F. Dailey, for the
Chavez, has been dead many years.
New York, June 19. The general
foreclosure of a mortgage to recover
Four sons and two daughters are the
executive board of the Commercial SCORES KILLED AN D INJURED
judgment on promissory notes, one for
surviving members of the family.
Union has approved the
$2,000 and one for $1,1000, together Telegraphers
The funeral will take place tomorwith Interests and costs. The other strike against either or both the
row
morning at 6 o'clock with intersuit is that of Annie E. Moyer, vs. Western Union and Postal Telegraph Two Hundred and
ment
in Rosario Cemetery,
Traiwas
Fifty
Lizzie Dailey and Albert G. Adams, Companies. This announcement
made today by Deputy President
to recover $2,000 for the
tors Taken Prisoners-Ce- n-.
for
of
The
union.
date
the
FREE SILVER
notes.
of certain promissory
the beginning of the strike is left to
sorship Prevents Details.
ISSUE IS DEAD
President Small but the first move is
ARIZONA NEGRO TO
to
next
the
in
take
place
expected
St. Petersburg, June 19.Details of Prominent Missouri
Republican Sayt
or ten days. Konenkamp said
the
HANG FOR MURDER week
mutiny of the Black Sea fleet at
It Will Be Roosevelt or Man of
that a tax of one day's pay per week
His Policies in 1908.
has been levied against all members Kiev, show that it was suppressed
Supreme Court Affirms Death Sen- of the union to carry on the strike. only after a bloody engagement at
tence of Lower Tribunal in Case
midnight on June 17th between the
Kansas City, June 19. Harry S.
of William Baldwin.
mutineers and loyal troops in which New, chairman of the Republican
BACA HAD TO STAY
ALL NIGHT AT LAMY about seventy men were killed or State Ceutral Committee, In discusswounded.
Phoenix, Arizona, June 19. The Suing the campaign of 1908, informally
Two hundred and fifty mutineers last
preme Court yesterday affirmed the
iR. L. Baca of this city who left for
night at the annual banquet of
judgment of the lower court sentenc- Albuquerque on Monday evening did were captured and will be tried by the Missouri Republican Club, said:
and
One hundred
ing William Baldwin, a negro, to hang. not reach the Duke City until yester- court martial.
"The country Is not going back to
January 1, last, Baldwin assaulted and day. He was forced to spend the ninety-thre- e
escaped and hid in the free silver. A new Issue must be
cut the throat of Mrs. Harvey Morris night at Lamy Junction because of a city.
found and that Issue will be President
and her
Trouble also has broken out among Roosevelt or the man who announces
daughter near wreck near Trinidad which delayed
the troops at Kaluga, but accurate In- himself a candidate for the office of
Roosevelt, In this Territory. .
west bound traffic for twelve hours.
formation Is not obtainable owing to president tn 1908 must be a Roosevelt
Subscribe lor tho New Mexican.
the strict censorship.
Try a New Mexican want ad.
supporter."
Kon-enkam- p

Horribly

EVIDENCE

Leavenworth,

jury

gagement

JIMS

WRANGLE

TROOPS

Train Crew Victims
of Frightful
ENGINE

I

Jury

Republic Resorts Attempt to "Pack"
to Martial Law to
Convention in
Denver
Quell Rebellion

d

"Mo-mosa,-

on Page Eight.)
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furnished by an appropriaPROFESSIONAL CARDS
tion made by the 37th Legislative
Assembly and the remainder by the
.
ATTORNEYSAT-LAWpublic spirited citizens of the pretty
little city mostly interested. SecreMAX. FROST,
tary of the Interior James Rodolph
Garfield will be there and so will F.
Attorney at Law.
New Mer.!eo.
II. Newell, the director of the U. S. Santa Fe
Reclamation Service, and prominent

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE

'.JEW

MEXICAN

TR08T, Editor.

MAX

SutereJ

a

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, Sec'yTreaa.

Second Class Matter at the Santa Te Postofflca.

citizens from every town and settlement in the Pecos Valley, from Fort
,
$ .20
2.00 Sumner south
peby carrier
to the Texas line.
75
ily, per mouth, by carrie
, 1.00 Everything that can possibly be done
65
Osiily, icr '.joiitli, bv uail
75 for the success of this event has been
7.00
and is being performed by the citi0i!.v, per year, by mail
zens' committee having it in charge.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY- The New Mexican joins with the
It Is sent to thousands of good citizens of New
The New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico
n.d h a
a
circulation Mexico in congratulating the people
In
Terrltox.
and
the
growing
'trge
irury postofflce
most interested in the benefits that
wiong ,Le Intelligent and progressive peopie oi ui slouthweat
will be derived from a large supply
of irrigation water.
ttATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

..

we-ek-

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly per year
Weekly, jix month
Weekly, per quarter

3.75

THE ADMINISTRATION FOREST
POLICY.
About as neat and as correct an ex
pression upon the value of national
forests and the sagacity of the Roose'
volt administration in their manage'
merit and administration as has ap
peared of late in the press Is found in
a recent issue of the Kansas City
Times. This paper might be called in
dependent Democratic in politics, nev
ertheless it gives the present Repub
lican administration a very fair show.
The Times thinks that foresight in ad
ministrative policies affecting those
things of assured permanency is well
and good. For example a proper appreciation of the necessity of forests
in preserving the soil and conserving
and distributing the water supply
urges a due regard for the needs of
centuries to come and fully justifies

UNIQNy)LABCil'

THE

VERY
A
IN
PRESIDENT
SERIOUS PREDICAMENT.

There is blood on the political horiPresident Roosevelt had best
look a "leedle out." In addition to
conhaving the undisguised and bitter
of
hatred
fierce
as
the
well
as
tempt
and
the Albuquerque Morning Coyote
its manager directed against him almost daily, ho has now incurred the
powerful hostility and terrhle anger
of John Temple Craves, of Georgia,
the man who brought out the name
Hoke Smith of Georof
nomination
Democratic
the
for
gia,
of the Presidency next year.
The Washington Post puts the terrible plight the President is in and
ordeal he
the awful and gruesome
will have to undergo, before the people of the country in a very readable
which
and entertaining editorial,
should have the widest circulation
and as many readers . as possible.
Hence it is reproduced by the New
Mexican. Says the Post:
"It was hardly to be expected that
President Roosevelt and John Temple
Graves, of Georgia, could meet on the
same platform, each full of speech,
without terrible consequences to one
or both. Now comes the information
from Atlanta that John Temple Graves
is boiling over with indignation over
the 'impudence' of Roosevelt. It is alleged that at Jamestown, on Georgia
Day, when Governor Terrell and
Temmany Georgia mayors, and John
with
speechon
were
hand
ple Graves
es, President Roosevelt cried 'Cut it
Out!' whenever a speaker was announced, with the result that the Presidential speech was the only one delivered. Governor Terrell got in a
vouple of paragraphs, but the mayors
and John Temple Graves fell before
that terrible 'Cut it out!' and returned
with their speeches boiling and fermenting within them.
"it is now asserted that a similar
incident occurred at the recent unveiling of the McClellan statue in this
General O. O. Howard had
capital.
begun a speech which, judging from
the mass of manuscript in his hand,
,ri
was to be iott- ia to be
If tW believed the 'President was extremely fidgety while General Howard was
getting under way. When the speaker
stopped to pour out a glass of water
Mr. Roosevelt turned and whispered
a word to the presiding officer, who
nodded and instantly gave a mysterious signal. As General Howard replaced the glass and cleared his throat
the brass band struck up one of those
stirring, fine old battle hymns of the
republic, which so entranced General
Howard that he stood spellbound and
finally took his seat with his speech
undelivered.
"If the President had procured the
playing of 'Dixie' at the moment before John Temple Graves was to
speak the great Georgia minstrel
might have been content to bottle up
his impassioned strains, or to do his
best in that direction.
But to be
corked and stoppered by a rude 'Cut
it out!' is more than human nature
can stand. Something
serious will
come of this see if it doesn't. John
Temple Graves will either withdraw
his suggestion that Bryan nominate
Roosevelt, or his next speech will be
twice as long as it would have been,
or some other dire consequence will
mark his resentment. It is impossible
that, the bobolink of Georgia should
calmly submit to an infringement of
the most sa,cred right of a Georgian
the right of" free and unlimited speech.
zon ami

-

MORE

REASONS FOR TRELFORD'S
REMOVAL.

Ever since the establishment of
the Territorial penitentiary, convicts
tried

and

sentenced

for

vio-

lations of the Federal statutes or
for crimes under the Federal laws In
New Mexico have been sentenced to
serve such sentences at the Territorial penitentiary near this city. Some
times these prisoners numbered as
high as forty and the average number
was over twenty per day. The United States paid very well for their
maintenance and safe keeping arid,
therefore, the fact that they served
such sentences in the Territorial
penitentiary was not only a financial
benefit to the Territorial treasury and
to the tax payers, but the work they
did added to this materially. During
the administration of Arthur Trelford,
the present superintendent, there
were several escapes of United States
Other complaints as to
prisoners.
mistreatment of such convicts and
irregularities existing at the prison
were made to the authorities at the
National Capital. These were
and the report must have
been anything but favorable to the superintendent's management as all the
United States prisoners have been
transfered to the United States penitentiary , at Leavenworth, Kansas.
Last week V, S. Marshal Crelghton
inves-ligate- d

these prison
ers to Leavenworth.
These were the
last that remained here from a large
number.
It Is understood that the
attorney general of the United States
was very much dissatisfied with the
way affairs are conducted here under
Superintendent Trelford and hence
the change. Certainly here is another
reason why this alleged reform official, put in by a fake reform Gover
nor and imported from Kansas should
be changed.
His administration as
far as can be ascertained has certain
ly not been a financial success. Much
of the money which it is claimed byhired yellow sheets like the Albuquer
que Morning Fakir Journal has come
from accounts owing to the prison un
der the Bursum administration. This
talk of economy inaugurated at the
institution since Trelford has asM.
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RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law.
Office, Griffin Block.
'Phone 66.
G. W. PRICH riD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughliu Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attbrney at Law.
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.
Office: Sena Block, Pa'.acj Avenue.
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banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
LEVI

A. HUGHES, Vice

JOHN- - H. VAUGHN,

1870.

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

President

Assistant Cashier.

Capital Stock

Transacts

a

,000.

$1

8urplus and Undivided Profits

$63,500.

its branches.

Loans

general banking business

In all

col
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
ateral security- - Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

A. W. POLLARD,
Attorney at Law.

makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized

District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.

Demhig

& WADE,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Las Cruces, N. M.
Offices.
BONHAM

E. C. ABBOTT,

-

j

Cashier.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

the protest of the national adminis
Attorney at Law.
Practices In the District and Sutration against the wanton destruction and ruthless waste of timber. It preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
also justifies the policy of enlisting attention given to all business.
sumed charge is explained by the the
New Mexico.
of all land owners Santa Fe
complaint of prisoners that the food in the broad scheme of planting for
they have been receiving Is in- ests on such lands as are not especial
A. B. RENEHAN,
sufficient and of a poor quality. The ly valuable for other purposes.
But
in the Supreme aud DisPractices
claim of increased receipts is not at there is absolutely no permanency of
Courts.
trict
Mining and Land Law
all well founded as thousands of dol- conditions affecting corporate franOffice
iu Catron Block,
a
Specialty.
lars have been paid to the present ad- chises.
When a
franchise term Santa Fe, N. M.
ministration for claims that arose un- reaches 100 years, for example, it has
der and were due the penitentiary all the value that duration can give
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
from the Bursum administration. Here it. To obstruct a great and urgent
Surveyor General.)
(Late
are plain statements which no lies, no enterprise by either demanding or re
Attorney at Law.
slanders and no libels in the- Albu- fusing additional time above 100 years
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
querque Morning Coyote written by is the very folly of "foresight."
a Specialty.
Business
Land
and
Mining
Boss Macpherson's
hireling Ilening
or by his lying correspondent here
There are bright chances that the
GEORGE B. BARBER,
can undo, gloss over or make away city of Albuquerque may secure the
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
with. Facts are stubborn things. location of a big smelter and that at
These are now being investigated an early date. It is reported that the Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice in the District Court and
and the 'New 'Mexican believes that managers of the
Com
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
even handed justice will be the result. pany's extensive
properties in !he
Attention Given to All
Prompt
Magdalena and Kelly districts in SoBusiness.
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its customers.

world on as liberal

foreign

exchange

and

any money transmitting
Interest allowed on time deposits at the
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by

term.
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The bank executes all orders of its patrons
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the banking line, and

as Is
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
Safety
with safety and the principles of sound bankingof the public Is respectfully
posit boxes for rent. The patronage
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ACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cutsiae and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
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BOUQUET FOR THE NEW MEXI. corro County, have carefully exam
ined the situation and conditions and
CAN.
There is neither sense nor reason are inclined to favor the project. The
in the action of any man in public capitalists interested have great finanlife, especially in its journalistic part, cial backing and are in shape to
in hiding his light under a bushel carry the plan into effect on a large
basket. In newspaper life and par- scale. If it is carried out Albuquer
ticularly in the Sunshine Territory, que will be the principal gainer but
editors are very often assailed by the entire Territory will also be bene
their opponents in a most unjust and fited. What benefits one minins: dis
or one town in New Mexico of
cowardly manner and are often slan- - trictV
- xian QCitti i
mu: t tuavA- - a
in the way of the owners of that benefit the whole.
portion of the New Mexico press deThe citizens of Santa Fe must
nominated and known as yellow
sheets. This is but a condition of the make the strongest possible effort so
times and of the newspaper vocation, that the inauguration ceremonies
and hence it must be borne in the when Captain George Curry shall be
best way possible. On the other hand sworn in as Governor of the Sunshine
it is certainly gratifying to read the Territory, shall be of the highest oreditorial opinions of respectable, sen- der and creditable to the Capital of
sible and fair minded editors con- New Mexico and to the people of the
This important
cerning other editors, especially if Sunshine Territory.
the former knows pretty well what duty is incumbent upon them and they
they are writing about and are thor- must perform it faithfully, energeticoughly informed on conditions
Every citizen
and ally and diplomatically.
situations and speak from personal who has the good of this community
knowledge. Hence the New Mexican at heart should aid in every possible
way.
does not mind in the least in
the following favorable comThe New Mexican calls attention to
ment on this paper and its editor
from the columns of the Pecos Val- an article printed on the third page
ley News published in the growing of this issue and taken from the coland plucky new town of Artesia, in umns of the Washington Herald givthe famous artesian belt of the Pecos ing a very graphic and interesting
account of the Presidential situation
Valley. Says the News:
"The Daily Santa Fe New Mexican as it now appears. This article is
is worthy a place In every home and only one of many which of late have
on every business man's desk. Edit- appeared and are appearing in the
The
ed, as it is, at the Capital of the Ter- leading journals of the country.
ritory, and by the most brilliant edit- tide is certainly tending towards the
or in the Southwest, it possesses a renomination of Theodore Roosevelt
value to the people of New Mexico in 190cS.
that no other paper does. Its editor,
Colonel Max. Frost, is totally blind
Danny Macpherson's
Albuquerque
and Is unable, because of infirmities, Morning Coyote is up to its old tricks,
to take a step unaided and yet he is It is assailing Acting Governor James
the most influential character in New VV. Raynolds with false accusations,
Mexico today. He possesses a knowl- libels and slanders. No use, Danny!
edge of men and conditions as they Acting Governor Raynolds has nerve
exist in the Southwest unequalled by and sense. He has no more Idea of
any other citizen of the Sunshine Ter- putting up hush money than he has of
ritory. As you sit at his desk and neglecting his duty because the Albu
converse with him, you forget that querque Morning Coyote lies about
Colonel Frost is blind and a paralytic, him as an official and as a man. Hush
and you soon become convinced that money does not go this time, never
he is fully capable of maintaining his fear.
position as leading editor of New MexAn Iowa man paid a physician
ico. Read his paper, the New Mexif G.000 for advising him to stop
can, you will find it excellent."
It is still true that fools
smoking.
and
their
are soon parted. Had
money
THE CARLSBAD CELEBRATION.
In the June number of The Earth, this man been a New Mexico official
a monthly publication by the Immigra- or a leading "Republican he might have
Albuquer
tion department of the Santa Fe Rail- had Danny Macpherson's
way System, appears the following bit que Morning Coyote's advice free and
of information which although con- for a hundred dollars he would have
cise and short is very much to the been slandered and libelled for a
week or ten days.
point. Says The Earth:
"Many homeseekers are going into
Among the women who were
the 'Pecos Valley of New Mexico, this
when the President and family ar
season. Besides the artesian district
which covers about COO square miles, rived at Oyster Bay last week was
and the lands under the Roswell a buxome, fine looking, rosy cheeked
canals, the two reclamation projects female who carried a child in each
just completed by the government arm and had one clinging to her
are attractions ror men and women gown. She probably meant to convey
to the President that there was one
who are looking for cheap homes."
j
In connection therewith it is meet woman who did not believe In race
and proper to call attention to the suicide. The success can not be
celebration of the inauguration of the doubted.
irrigation system in the vicinity of
Carlsbad formerly owned by the Pe-It is no longer the Jamestown excos Valley Irrigation Company, and position; now they call it the "Jameswhich will take place there July 3, town Imposition."
Judging from re4 and 5.
The expense of the gather- liable newspaper reports, it seems
ing will be over $5,000 of which they are right.
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FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

District.
the District Court and
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United Slates Supreme
Practices
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Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexicau
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ROMAN

L. BACA,

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin
Bldg., Washington
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. ,'Phone 15C.
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Righted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Prccs the Button we do the rest.
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CONY T. BROWN,

Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
Socorro '
New Mexico.
CORBET & SMYTHE,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. B. HOLT,
Attorney at Law.

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

Cofonado Hotel and Cafe
One ct the Best

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
You're Treated So Well You Can't Hardly Leave.

DON'T

city of the
Lots close to
For terms call
Es-tanc-

& DOUGLAS,
Stanley, N. M.

The New Mexican can Co printing
equal to that done In any ct the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ol
vork we turn out. Try our work onc
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the Mt binderies in the west
Subscribe

for the

Mexican.

SHOR1 ORDER MEAL8.
The best short order moMs are now
being served at the Bon Ton Reatau-rait- .
:Tje best cooks, and waiters ar
employed at ali pU

FORGET

THOSE SWELL

ROOMS

Only 50c. Hot and Cold Water Bath
SHORT ORDERS SERVED IN A RUSH
Eat Pure Ford, Sleep on a Nice Clean Bod What More. (Ks Baslante)
I respectfully,
but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.

G. LOPE HERRERA, Prop.

STANLEY is the coming
Valley.
depot for sale.
or write to
.
TARR

Restaurants in the Southwest.
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MUTUAL
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FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Purely a Mutual

I

murine Company.

fJational Surety Co., of Jlew York
Ccvrt, Fidelity and Public Official ion da Lowest Rata
ttrong Una of Flro Ineurano Companies

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.
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WEDNESDAY,
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1907.
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The New Mexican printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock
ets especially far the use of Justice;
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full index in front and
the tees of justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10V4X6 inches.
These books ar made up n civil and
criminal docktts, separate of S2
cages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
To inciTil and 320 pages criminal.
troduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices :
12.75
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and criminal. .. .$4.80
For 45 rents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading 1b wanted.

WOMEN'S

case.

WOES.

Santa Fe Women are Finding Relief
at Last.
It does seem mat women have more
than a fair share of the aches and
pains that afflict humanity; they must
"keep up," must attend to duties In
spite of constantly aching backs, or
headaches, dizzy spells, bearing down
pains; they must stoop over, when to
must
stoop means torture.
They
walk and bend and work with racking pains and many aches from kid
ney ilia. Kidneys cause more suffering than any other organ of the body.
Keep the kidneys well and health is
easily maintained. Read of a remedy
for kidneys only that helps and cures
the kidneys and is endorsed by people
you know.
Mrs. Agriplna D. de Gonzales, living on Lincoln avenue, Santa Fe, N.
M., says: "My sister was in a very
critical conjition with kidney complaint and was cured by the use of
Doan's Kidney Pills. For some time
she was attended by two or three
physicians and the verdict given by
them was that she could not be cured.

Herewith are some Dargams offered Furthermore, they stated that she
by the New Mexican Printing Com- would not live more than a month or
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the so. Doan's Kidney Pills coming to
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep her notice she procured a supply and
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri the result was as below stated.
Pleading forms, JS; Missouri Code About six months ago I procured
Pleadings, $6; the two for (10; Adapt Doan's Kidney Pills at The Ireland
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New Pharmacy for backache and annoy- Mexico, 189!), 1901, and 1903, English lance which had clung to me for some
and Spanish
pamphW, $2.25; full time and by spells had caused me a
good deal of suffering and inconvenleather, $3 ; Cheri .'s Flexible-Cove- r
'

ience. One box sufficed to rid me of
the trouble and I have been well ever
since."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; Compilation Mia-ln- g
Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
aOSWBLL, NEW MEXICO.

THJC

MILITARY 8CIIOOL OP NIfW MEXICO

jfjstabllulitid aaA Snpported by the Territory.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Coliegsa. New buildings, .all furnishings and aqulpmflnts'.modern and comelectric-lighteall eunvenlencot.
plete; sloam-heatebaths, water-works,

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

S250

per ionlon.

Sowlon Is

ihree terms of thirteen weeks each.

ROSWEIJ

noted health resort, 8,700 lent above
Sunshine ivory day from Sopteiubnr to June.
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0J0 CALIEJ4TE
These Celebrated Hot Springs ire
located in the midst of the Ancient
mile3 west
Cliff Dwellers, twanty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- a
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, frou which point a
daily lliie of stages runs t the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
earbouic. Altitude, 0,000 feet. Climate
the year
delightful
Tery dry and
round. There is now a commodious
s.otel for the convenience of invalids,
and tourist3. People
suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
Ue richest alkaline Hot Springt in
e

IfOT SPRINGS.
the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers bar. been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Smfula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal I.' mplaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging
bathing 12.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month.
Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all
seasonn and la open all winter. Passengers for 0;a Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Calient 3 at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare ft r round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For farther par-

ad

ticulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

H. C. Yontz
and HaM Painted
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MANUFACTURED Of

DEALER IN
Watches, Clods. Jewelry

yuan

Filigree

JEWELRY

Clisa.

Bepalrof Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Nav&ho Eugs Jand
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
246 San Francisco St Santa Fe, N. M.

In-

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH,
FABST'S BLUE RIBBON
ANY

QUANTITY-r-FRO-

Proprietor.

The Beer of Quality.
A PINT UP.

M

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

J. W. MAYES
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SANTA FE, N. M

COMPANY

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
AGENCY AMERICAN SURETY CO.

Surety Bonds

Judicial and Fidelity Bonds
Laiiglilin Block

5fiTW MEXICAN, SANTA

SANTA FE, N, M.
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"The popular wish is supreme,

(t is the people's privilege and right
to choose their own ruler in this re-

OLD TICKET

10

public, and nothing short of physical
or mental incompetence can justify
a refusal to comply with their mandate on the part of the citizen called
to their service." It says further that
"it seems to be very generally
even by Mr. Roosevelt himself
that It is not his privilege to choose a
President or to reject one chosen by
the people, yet this is precisely what
he seems bent on doing. If he believes that, the law, writteu or unwritten, should be obeyed, let him
cease his strenuous efforts to force
Mr. Taft. or anybody else upon the
country and leave the people in free
assembly at a national convention to
select their own candidate for President. If he will take his hands off,
there is no question as to who will
be nominated by the next Republican
In conclusion, It says:
convention."
"To talk of any moral obligation
in the hasty and unconsiderate remarks made by the President on the
evening of his election, is to talk
rubbish.
The only obligation under
which any citizen rests is to serve
his country when called upon, constitutionally, in any office to which his
fellow-citizen- s
To
may call him.
pledge one's self to refuse such service in such an emergency is to pledge
one's self to commit a sort of nega
tive treason. It is not unlike a man
drafted into the army in the time of
war who runs away to Canada to escape his duty."
His Duty to the Country.
The Denver Republican, in an editorial which the Santa Fe New .Mexican strongly indorses, holds that the
work outlined by President Roosevelt
in his Indianapolis speech is both so
vast and so vital to the interests of
the people that of itself it is sufficient
to show that pariotic regard for public welfare should impel him to sink
personal consideration and accept a
nomination and election to a second
elective term. It adds: "What makes
It especially imperative that he accept
another term is the fact that he has
the great public questions of the hour
better in hand than any other man,
and that he can carry out his policy
more thoroughly and effectively than
any one else. It should also be recognized that he has nothing but the
good will of the people in view."
Each of the newspapers here quot
ed, it will be observed, has adopted
the "second elective term" idea.
There is to be universal insistence on
the part of those championing his
that it will mean no
violation in letter or spirit of the unwritten law against the third term.
Think He Should Yield Now.
The point Is made by Republicans,
who are unalterably opposed to con
sideration of any other name, that
Mr. Roosevelt, by yielding to the demands of the people within a reasonable time would render a great service to the country. The preliminary
campaign for the nomination tends to
iniavtTu- - uaornt-a'una "tttuw c, - . certainty as to the future, whereas,
if it were known to the country that
there was to be a continuation of the
Roosevelt administration and a faithful carrying out of the Roosevelt policies, business would quickly adjust
itself to such policies on the theory
that his renominatlon would be equivInfluential
alent to election.
party
men who are talking this way believe that the next Republican convention can do no better thing than
again nominate the old ticket Roosevelt and Fairbanks. The local effect
of this as to Indiana, it. is pointed
out, would be most happy. Mr. Fairbanks gave up a seat in the Senate
to become Vice President;
retiring
from the Vice Presidential chair he
could not hope, immediately, at least,
to
the Senate, since both
seats from that state have been most
capably filled. Even Indiana people
warm admirers and loythemselves
al adherents of the Vice President-a- re
coming to believe, that, owing to
the exceptional conditions now prevailing, his candidacy may not succeed; and next to his nomination
for first place they would prefer to
see the old ticket in the field, believing that it would be the strongest
that could possibly be mide.
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Political Current Is
Running Strong
For Roosevelt

i

OF

ALL

The "Second Elective Term"
Idea is Growing and Republicans Favor It.
(From the Washington Herald.)
A number of Presidential booms are
developing a year in advance of the
convention.
There is a Fairbanks
boom in Indiana, a Taft boom in
Ohio, a Knox boom in Pennsylvania,
a Hughes boom in New York and a
La Follette boom in Wisconsin.
All of these are full of promise,
momentarily.
The favorite son idea is always
popular, especially in the preliminary
skirmish. But the most significant
phase of the present political situation is the Axed belief in the minds
of Republicans throughout the country that Theodore Roosevelt will be
nominated to succeed himself.
'Republicans in Indiana think so, Republicans in Ohio are of like opinion.
of Pennsylvania hold
Republicans
Roosevelt as first choice. Republicans
of New York, his native state, are for
him rather than Hughes, while the
growing power of La Follette has sim
ply tended to emphasize in Wisconsin
a faith In Roosevelt.
So astute a Republican as James S.
Sherman, chairman of the Republican
Congressional Committee, stated only
a day or two ago his unqualified con
viction that Roosevelt was the man
for 1908. He is for him, and believes
that he will be nominated. This opinion is shared by many political man
agers equally prominent with Mr.
Sherman, even if they are not so out
spoken in expressing their views.
Cannon More Than "Favorite Son."
In the introductory mention of
booms the "Uncle Joe" Cannon boom
was omitted. It Is not like the other
booms because it is not exactly in
line with the favorite son idea. Mr.
Cannon is more than a state quantity.
He is a national character. The talk
of his availability is heard outside of
Illinois, quite as often as in that
state. In fact, his boom began to develop right here in Washington. There
is no doubt that if the opportunity
should become ripe, Uncle Joe's devoted adherents In the House. . coming
from every section of the country,
would rally to him and make him a
formidable factor in the convention.
But there are few of them today who
really believe that the opportunity
will ripen. Uncle Joe's age is decid
edly against him, and his high tariff
standpat record would unquestionably
operate to the disadvantage of his
candidacy.
Undoubtedly the undercurrent of
sentiment is everywhere running
If he should
strong for Roosevelt.
lose say 2 per cent of the Republican
vote on account of the
sentiment it is argued that he
would receive almost 10 per cent of
the Democratic vote in the northern
states, which would mean his
tion overwhelmingly.
People Demand Roosevelt.
Simultaneously with the launching
of the favorite son booms Influential
newspapers arc pointing out editorial
ly that the people want Rooseve- ltwant a continuation of his politicies;
want him kept in the White House un
til the work he has begun is completed. They hold that at the end of this
term there will have been but one
Roosevelt administration. The three
preceding years were devoted by him
to the carrying forward of the lament
ed McKinley policies. In Bhort, the
term theory,
second elective
put
forward by
Hon.
the
Jonathan
Bourne, Jr., United States Senator
from Oregon, is entertained in many
quarters, and no fear is felt of the
third term prejudice. For example,
the District News is out in a vigorous
editorial, in which it says:
"The more the matter is canvassed
masses the
among the Republican
more it is considered by Republican
state committees and state legisla
tures, the more evident It becomes
that, except in Ohio, a state which always regards itself as entitled to
everything in the way of political
spoils, the people have but one man
in their minds, Theodore Roosevelt.
The recent action of nearly a score
of chairmen of state committees, fol
lowing resolutions passed by more
than a dozen state legislatures in fav-o- r
of another nomination for the popular favorite, has been supplemented
by a substantially unanimous expression from the legislature of Michigan,
which has been Ingeniously phrased
as a demand for a 'second elective
term,' thus cleverly evading Mr.
Roosevelt's interpretation of the unwritten law against a third term. The
Michigan legislature In thus putting
itself on record merely expresses the
almost unanimous wish of the Republicans of the state and of the country.
There is no substantial opposition any
where."
Not for the President to Say.
The News, In discussing Mr. Roosevelt's announcement the night of the
election that he would not stand
I again,
says that his wishes and his
scruples have nothing to do with the
c

DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
weak
are unequaled for Backache,
kidneys, inflammation of the Bladder,
A week's
and all urinary troubles.
treatment for 25 cents. Sold by the
Ireland's Pharmacy,
Writing pads in sizes to suit for
sale at the New Mexican Printing office.
Price 10c per pound. Reduc
tlons in wholesale transactions.
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SEWING MACHINES
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STUDY THE

MAP-

-

The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F. Cut-rf- f
for the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short rcyt
to the East and West, and direct com munication
with all points In the

Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to W illard as soon as the Cut-of- f
Is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New Mexico.
The water point on llie great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexi.
Willard is a growing town. Willi ard will make p City. Study the Mar
Your opportunity ia there.
For information, call on or address
JOHN W. COR3ETT, OR W. M. 7AYL0H,
WILLARD, N. M.
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Santa Fe Livery Stable
THrJODOKE CORRICK Proprietor.

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
nOKSKS

GOOD

FINE RIGS

PHONE 132.
SSSSS

Y
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-

J

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
XSKftc
V$S ViJSSS

LPH SELIGMAN
Special Summer Sale of

LADIES FfUSLIJi

UNDERWEAR

White Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

Hi P

t

SB iegelberg- -

257 San

lil

Frnclco Street

aim (OeiloeH

Wires am Curios

Baskett, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: .To Have the Bes; of Everythinf In Our Lin.
BlankeU,

The New Mexican Printing Company
prepared to do the best ot brief
For sick folks. Your attention is work in short order and at very reascalled to the fact that our whiskey onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
is bought in bond and purity is abso- have their briefs printed
rapidly and
lutely guaranteed.
correctly and to present them to the
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Meis
Blank certificates of births and lean Printing Company.
deaths required to be furnished by
physicians, midwives, nurses and other
attendants at such occurrences, for HO FOR CLIFF DWELLERS
Parties outfitting for the Cliff Dwell-ing- s
sale at the New Mexican Printing Ofshould not forgw a basket ot
fice.
Low rates and in quantities to
suit. Either in the English or Span- liquid refreshments. No charge for
All orders will re- packing.
ish languages.
THE CLUB.
ceive prompt attention
Telephone 94.

"A SPECIAL"

Sali

PRICE

4

.
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$10 SINGERS $10

"
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xxx

Advertise in our lumie paper
Be enterprising.

tu

Hint"

cote the results that follow.

W

Cures Backache
!S
Corrects
Irregularities
Do not risk having
Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not fight's Disease
or, Diabetes
bevond the reach of medicint. No medicine can do more..

WIS

IKE! AND'S

PHARMACY.

SANTA J'B NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.

PAGE FOUr
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MADE-TO-01WE-

SUITS

R

I!

Suit between
per cent off on a re I'ji Madc-lo-()rdfourth of didij. so don't miss this great chance, of
your life. Our tailoring department is so thoroughly organized
that, its workings may be com pared to clockwork.
Tlie artistic
taste of the cullers ami the skill of the tailors of the. duth
we, represent are unequalled elsewhere.
Ytni'll get
nuir and the

er

Swell dressers

fop"LAMM"
TAILORING

high-price-

d.

e

WW

SALMON

pi THE LARGEST AND MOST

DRY

G001S

HOUSE

IN THE CITY

offAe
FOR

Fruits And Vegetables

Season.

COFFEE
fve frkd ffiemdir

V.
A

women use

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all disea-e-s
due to a torpid liver, should
not iill their stomach with calomel and oilier drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley. Marble
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Her
oine the best, liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. J recommend it to iuy

friends."
-

PRICE SOc.

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

&

ST. LOUIS,

MO.
EXCLUSIVE AND ONLY AUTORIZED

Sold and Recommended by
FISUHER DRUG CO.

BUTTER

A most attractive illustrated
booklet, full of
information about places and thiDgs of interest
in BoBtoa. Sent free. Send jour addresB to Pub.
licity Department, 43 Mason St., boston, Mass.

!,

Specialty.

Dr. Snoop's

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Gpkrli Cure
CO.

The

the

O'Neill-Jame-

Co. of Chicago,

s

dealers

in Talking
Machines, has placed us in a position
to give to every family who trades at
our store, one of the
well-know- n

GRID

BUSY

Talking

l

J)

miwLjv

BEE

DISC

Machines

ABSOLUTELY

FREE

HARDWARE AND PLUMBING
228 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N.

M.

J)

We are giving away one of these high grade machines Preo with
record with each additional $5.00
$50.00 in coupons and a
in coupou
Call in and ee this machine and hear some excellent
music.

uaaAUa.

CO.
--

wnTiiB

m

ie

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany is prepared to All promptly no
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announco
menta, Invitations and all work of thai
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
xamtntn
Mexican office
laoipbr

and prteei.

ad

Win

mam

ruitore Company.

New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306--

8

Saa Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phone

'Phone

Ne.

10.

1

Just Received
A

Large Car

of

FURNITURE
CUT PRICES
In Everything for 30 Days
QUEENSWARE, HARDWARE,
RANGES.
RUGS,
STOVES,
AND PICTURE FRAMES.
S1

CALL AND GET PRICES.

D. S.

LOWITZKI.

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GEO. S.

ZBLTTUSTT,

ZiVC'GKR,.

tSSZMBmmBBHB

The following coupon properly filled
out, will bring you our complete
Talking Machine literature, illustrating the different styles of machines, giving titles of
the thousands of Victor

Mexican makes a better
snowing and attracts mort attention
letter heaas. bin Heads, aote headfi
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola
hy th New Mexican Pr'nttntr Con
pan? at low raw and tn nnxxtMf

the New

Records,

bands,

songs,

stories, solos, etc. Also
quoting prices and tell
ing of our liberal plan
of selling machines on
easy payments.
Fill la,
cut it out, and mail today.

h need of anything In the
such as wedding cards,
line,
printing
invitations, liiefs, call on tne New
VTexican Printing
Company, where
-1 work Is guaranteed.
When

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law. printed in
blank form by the New Mexican
Prtlo(r Company.

THE

MUSIC

This machine is equipped with all
the latest improvement.
Mobley's Wonderful Sound Box and
Morning Glory Horn that gives a
wonderful volume of music, reproduc
ing the human voice in all its rich, sweet tones. In addition to giving you the Grand Busy Bee Disc
Talking Machine Free, we are going to give with additional purchased one of the Busy Bee Disc Records
Free. We ask vou to call and inspect our complete line of goods, and assure you full value for every do'
BE SURE AND ASK FOR COUPONS.
llar spent at our store.

ECO.

BROS.

AN

A well decoiateJ window makes
good showing to people taking In tb
sights, hut advertising your wares Id

FREE!

AGENTS IN SANTA FE

pt.l

Catarrh Cure will bring actual substantial help.
Nothing certainly, is so convincing us a physical
The New Mexicau Printing Com
testofany article of real, genuine merit. Hut that
article must possess true merit, else the test will pany has on hand a large supply ol
condemn, rather than advance it. Dr. Hhoop'l
Catarrh Cure is a snow white, healing antiseptl writing tablets and scratch pads suit
balm, put up in beautiful nickel capped glass jars able for school children, lawyers, merat 50c. Such soothing agents as Oil Kucalyptua,
Thymol, Menthol, etc., are Incorporated into a chants and also for home use, which
yelvety, cream like Petrolatum, imported by Dr will be cleaned out at 10 ceats a pound
Shoop from Europe. If Catarrh of the nose ar
and cheaper If ordered In larger quanthroat has extended to the stomach, then by
means alsouse internally, Dr. Shoop's Kestnmti
tities. These tablets are made from
Btoiuach distress, a lack of generul strong
the odds and ends of the best paper
bloating, belching, biliousness, bad taste,
lurely call for Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
obtainable, and you are getting double
For uncomplicated catarrh only of the nose a
wortn
when buvlng.
throat nothing
however, need b used
your money

of All Iliads in

1907.

19,

caretul

For scratches, burns, cuts, insect
bites and the many little hurts comTo proYeunauestionttbly, and beyond an doubt
that Catarrh of the nose and throat can bejcured, mon to every family, use DeWitt's
I am furnishing patients through druggists, smull Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold
free Trial Boxes of Dr. Shoop's Cuiurrh Curs.
The
Ireland)
by
Pharmacy.
Dr.
I do this because I am so certain, that
.Shoop's

- -

P.

All

CATARRH

WINTER

Vone

i.Mr. and Mrs. Raymundo
Harrison,
of Anton Chico, are visiting relatives
and friends at Las Vegas.
Frank Bond, of the mercantile firm
of G. W. Bond and Brother, or Espa-nola- ,
spent yesterday in Albuquej1-qu- e
on business,
Airs. Jessie Tipton, of Watrons, arrived In the city last evening to witness the commencement exercises of
the Loretto Academy.
A. M. Edwards, Farmington attorney, is in Dirango, Colorado, with
his wife who is seriously ill and at
the hospital in the Colorado town.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto .Rosen f eld, of
Manistee, Michigan are registered at
Mr. Rosenfeld is interthe Palace.
ested in mining near Tres I'iedras.
V. L. D. Carr, manager of the San
Pedro Mercantile
Company at San
Pedro, Santa Fe County, spent yesterday in Albuquerque on business.
Rumaldo Padilla, a farmer in the
vicinity of San! a Clara, was a guest
at the Hotel Normandie tod"" TT
purchased ranch supplies while here.
M. L. English, of Dolores, who is in
charge of the Ortiz Mine Land Grant
n south Santa Fe County, was registered at Ihe Normandie today. He
was here on business.
Judge X. B. Laughlin returned last
evening from Tierra Amarilla where
he has been on legal business before
the district court of Rio Arriba
County.
Attorney E. B. Brnmbaek of Estan-cia- ,
was an arrival last evening in the
Capital. He came here to meet some
friends from Kansas who will locate
in the Estancia Valley.
Harry W. Keily and A. A. Jones of
Las Vegas, are among the delegates
from New Mexico at the Public Lands
Convention being held at, Denver, Colorado. They are representatives of
the Las Vegas Commercial Club.
Rev. J. T. Walker, who is minister
of the Methodist
Episcopal Church
and lives four miles from Moriarty
was in town today on church business
V.
Mc
and a guest of the Rev. J.
Kean.
'Mrs. 11. S. Lutz and children of Bo
len. are visiting relatives in this
city. They are very well known here
Mr. Lutz having been for many years
the efficient local agent of the Santa
Fe Railway.
Rev. R. M. Craig, assistant secre
tary of the Presbyterian Board of
Home Missions, whose headquarters
are now in Lew York City, reached
the city yesterday on business. He is
en route from Tucson, where he
looked after mission affairs.
A. A, Sena, probate clerk of Ukii
Miguel County, has gone to Denver
for a weeks' visit. On his return he
will bring with him his daughter Miss
Emilia who has been attending the
academy of the Sisters of Loretto in
the Queen City of the Plains.
Mrs, Mary Lodge, of Lucero, Mora

exercises of the Loretto Academy tomorrow evening. Mrs. Lodge has a
daughter in the convent who will be
one of the. graduates this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Juan R. Martinez of
Park View arrived in the city last
evening, and will remain here several
days as the guests of relatives. They
came 10 attend the commencement
exercises at St. Michael's College and
Loretto Academy. They have a son
attending the former and a daughter
attending the latter institution.
The Misses Drew of .St. Louis, Missouri, arrived in the city today and
registered at, the Palace. They wili
remain here for the summer. They
have sojourned here before.
Mrs. T. Rowault, of Las Cruees, arrived in the city today to be present
at the commencement exercises at
Loretto Academy. 'She has daughters
attending the institution and they will
return home with her.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Baca. Mr. and
ivrrs. at. .v7vutn,"t, ""Mr. and Mrs. h
to
in
be
at
the closing
attendance
ing
Apodaca, and Jose Montoya, arrived
in the city today from San Antonio,
and are registered at the Claire. They
came to attend the commencement exercises at Loretto Academy and St.
Michael's College.

Our values in woolens are unexcelled
in fad then are the best on the mar
ket, and yet we (ire not
If you want to be in line for the
Fourth of J id ii with the steeliest and
nobbiest Suit you erer owned, come
now. Sure money by taking adrant-aqof this 15 per cent reduction while
it lasts.

JUNE

WEDNESDAY,

mention!

PERSONAL

ourth of July is Coming

31.

aaiat

BEGINNING

COMPANY,
1625-3California Street,
Denver, Colo.
1

Monday June 1 7th
I will offer the balance of

Summer Hats, Baby
Bonnets, etc. at and below
cost.
Don't delay calling
early. Southeast Cor. Plaza.

my

MISS A. MUGLER

Gentlemen:
You may send me your illustrated Talking Machine
literature, as per your advertisement in the Dally and Weekly Santa
Fe New Mexican.
Name.
Address.

f

JUNE

WEDNESDAY,
U!i

fiAJkfA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

1907.

19,

JL

AGE FIVfc

Jl!

GET BUSYI
U3X

STRAW HATS $1.00 to $3.50

Best$7.00

Panamas-t- he

WASH TIES all this Week 25c
Wash Vests $1.25 to $3.50

Santa Fe Haberdashery
--

M- -

OF DEPOSIT AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable

papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, insurance
papers, etc, why not rent one of cur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
f
papers will be safe in our
vault 7
fire-proo-

WE COUNT
Rfc- -

HI

your nnnn win

much the largest asset we have in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, ''Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

Ileliability is our watchword and i every sale

we

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at

a

store like this.

WANTED To purchase copies of
the Session Laws since 1897 and of
the Compiled Laws of 1897 in the
Spanish language. Address the New
Mexican Printing Company.
In connection with an announcement of a change in the commencement exercises in last evening's 'New
Mexican it was stated that David M.
Gonzales of Springer, was one of the
graduates, when it should have been
David M. Gillespie.
It is expected to have the new baseball park in this city completed in
time for a dedication game on Sunday,
July 7. The Albuquerque Mcintosh
Browns have been signed for this game
which will be the first big event of
the local season.
The grounds are
now being fenced.
Mrs. Seligman and Mrs. Baca, who
had charge of the Japanese-Chines- e
vaudeville show, which was given last
night, promise something even better
in the way of entertainment in their
tea garden at the Plaza Fete. The admission will be twenty-fivcents, including a cup of tea or coffee and
sandwiches.
Miss Ella E. Miller, win was re appointed for the ensuing term ac' a
teacher in the public schools, has resigned to accept a better paying position at 'Fresno, California.
No action has as yet been taken upon her
resignation by the Board of Education. It is likely that a succossor to
Miss Miller as principal of the first
ward school will be elected at the
next meeting.
,
No formal invitations have been Issued for the St. Michael's
College
commencement exercises to be held
Friday evening of this week and the
public generally is invited. As was
stated yesterday on account of the
cool weather now prevailing it Has
been deemed advisable to have the
ceremonies take place in Lorotto Hall
instead of on the, colleee campus 'as
at first intended.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles M. Breggs,
of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, who were
pleasant visitors here last year on
their wedding tour and remained jfor
six weeks, are the happy parents of
a girl baby whom they have named
Dorothy. According to latest accoiint
mother and child are doing well. Mr.
Breggs is a journalist of fine repute
and ability and a writer for the

Pittsburg newspapers.
Roller skate enthusiasts will be
given an opportunity of seeing a fine
exhibition of fancy and trick skating
at the Capital Rink this evening.! E.
F. Rossiter, who for some years toured
the country giving exhibitions, will be
the chief atraction at the rink tonight.
In addition, a well known local skater
will appear disguised as "Happy Hooligan." The entertainment promises to
be the best yet at this popular amusement resort.
In compliance with a law enacted
Legislative As
by the
certificates of
that
sembly requiring
births be filed with the probate clerk
the following certificates have been
filed so far this month by Dr. David
Knapp who was the attending physi
cian in each event: Mr. and Mrs. J.
R. Valencia, a boy, born June 1; Mr,
and Mrs. Frank James, a girl, born
June 14; Mr. and Mrs. John Apodaca,
a boy, born June 18, The motheis

It

Prepared to

Every article carries with

ME 8

US.

CO.

GROCERS.

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watcher, Jewelry, Diamonds.

FiU Small or Large Orders

for Anything in

GKOCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
S33k

LFEL

HA
ALBUQUERQUE,

Mat

N. M.

In a Pinch, use ALLEN'S

Offlo, LA4 VEQAt,

Foot-Ease-

ROSA,

M. M.

TWO FULL CARS.

well.

The following visitors liave registered since Sunday at the rooms of
the Historical
Rose H.
Society:
Schmidt., Delia M. Schmidt, San Mar-cial- ;
Olive Knowles, Deadwood, South
Xetta M. Stacey, Boston,
Dakota;
Massachusetts; O. D. Olstead. Waterloo, lowa; L'. H. Raven, California,
Pennsylvania; G. B. Frantz, Andrew
Fraserm, Coal Center, Pennsylvania;
Hills, Colorado Springs, Colorado; H.
P. S. Taylor, Columbus. Ohio; E.
II. Shurtleff, Mrs. Shurtleff, E. B. Little, A. M. Hill, Genoa, Illinois; Mark
C. Hoewier, Fort Wayne, Indiana; J.
F. Barchtal, Sioux City, Iowa; Otto
Rosenfeld.i Mrs. Rosenfeld, Manistee,
Michigan.
u
prompt, pleasant, good remedy
for coughs and colds Is Kennedy's
Laxative Cough Syrup. It contains no
opiates and does not constipate. Children like it. Sold by The Ireland
Pharmacy.

See the fancy and trick skating by
Mr. Roositer at the rink tonight, also
Happy Hooligan in thrilling feats on
rollers.

The New Mexican Printing Companj
prepared to furnish cards de rlslte
for ladles or gentlemen on short notice, in first class style at reasonable
prices, either Tigrayed or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Co
Subscribe for the illy New Mexila

newt.

FISH BAIT WANTED.

0

4

Maker, Commodes, Cliif
foniers, Dressers, C'niui!
Closets, Side Hoards
Buffets, Wa.nl robes
Book Cases, Stand, Cen
Parlor, Library
ter,
and Kitchen Tallies
Kitchen Cabinets anr'i
Safes, Flat Top and
Roll
Top Desks, Hat
Trees, Seats and Racks.
Mirrors and Costumers.
Brass and iron Beds
Cradles
and
Cribs
Stools, Chairs of all
kinds, Rockers, Morris
Chairs, P ei' e s tals,
Couches,
Davenports
Cols, Coil and Woven
Wire Springs. Writing
Deks, Framed Picutres
Xrt. Works, Easles, Screens,

Mirrors

The most complete assortment and the finest j
stock ever brought to Santa Fe. Each piece perfectly
finished and THE PRICES ARE RjIGHT.
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything

If going fishing next week, a very
necessary part of your outfit will be a
gallon or two of pure snake juice.
I 'PHONE
94.

tANTA

ut the choicest pro
duct of the Cabine'

and babes in every instance are doing

Telephone

N. M.

FURNITURE

N. Y.

M

"CO,

FuOT-EAS-

Ladies can wear shoes one size
.
smaller after using Allen's
It makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives instant relief to corns and
bunions,
it's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Cures swollen
feet, blisters, callous and sore spots,
it is a certain cure for sweating, hot,
aching feet. At all Druggists and'
Shoe Stores, 25c. Don't, accept any
substitute. For FREE trial package,
also Free Sample of the FOOT-E.a new inven'ion
Sanitary CORN'-PAaddress Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,

can and get

is a great

it our guarantee.

S SPITTZ
Adf

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Thirty-sevent- h

make is closed

60,

OILFIELD)

e

j

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

MINOR CITY TOPICS

THE CLUB.

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture

in

ruinuuic

Cui-ni-

f

ii..

Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture

'

J

J

Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
in Furniture

In
In
In

NO. 83,

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

J

J

4

Everything in Hardware

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Leaving Santa Fe
to Schedules
According
Compiled
of Trains Now in Effect.

nterlng and

LIVERY STABLE
FINE

reliable horses, single
rigs:
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furbished. Rates Right.

Korn
Kinks

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leavei Santa Fe
2:00 p. m.
No. 2. North jound sorites Santa
Fe 5:00 p. m.

Until our present supply is
exhausted we
give oue
w-i- ll

package of Korn Kinks FREE
with each purchase of one
package, or

10 PACKAGES

FOR

5C.

Will' Have Fancy

C

CLOSSON.
EVERY DAY

No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

Depart from Santa Fa Station.

8:25 a.
4:20 p.
7:40 p.
with Numbers
east and No. 3 limited west

No. 720
,
No. 722
No. 724
No. 720 connects

SANTA

FE

FANCY

ASPARAGUS
LETTUCE

IES

ETC.

Lamy.
No. 1 carries El
No. 724 connects

'HUE

26.

ole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

10

at

with No. 7 and 9,
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
...
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge paesen-ger- s
from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for Wo.
10 from the south and No. 3 from fie

east

H1WC0

m.

Paso sleeper.

AND FEED.

Those who have dealt with us doa't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain
If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.

m.
m.

l.west at

FLOUR

FIRST-CLAS-

11:10 a. m.
:50 p. m.
10:55 p. m.

No. 722 connects with No.

FRESH EVERY DAY

When you strike this establishment
We handle nothing but

F.

and 2
Lamy.

Tf(E FOSTER HOSE SUPPORTER
Improves Every Figure
PRICE FIFTY CENTS A PAIR

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

YOU

DENVER A RIO GRANDE.
iSto. 426. Easthoiin'J
learet Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Banta
Fe 3:30 p. m.
ATCHISON, TOPE K A A EANTA
Lamy Branch.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.

LEO

FOO.

HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

ICE CREAM!
am prepared to furnish Ice Cream
and Ices in any quantity. Call up
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
prices. If possible send in orders 21
or 48 hours in advance.
E. C. JAMES.
I

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
The only

in city.
Second to none in Territory.
first-clas-

Pour first-clasartists : :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
.
Other Baths . . .
.25
Parlors located West pide ?Ui
s

HENRY KRICK

Sole Agent for
Letter copy books of the best material are kept In stock b the New
Letup's St. Louis Beer
Mexican Printing Company and wiU
be Bold at very low figures for first
All kinds of Mineral Waters
class work. When you are In need (.'
And Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.
a letter copy book of the right kind,
patronize the New Mexican Printing Mall orders promptly filled. 'Phone
Montezuma Avenue, Santa Fe, N,
Companr.

s

W.

38.
M.

.

KERR,

....

Pioprieloi

Blast: Butchers' Shhplng CerttU
cates for sale by thr 4evr Mexlcas
Printing; Compaaj.

FE
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.NEW

SAUTA FE, .N.M.

AIEX1CJLN,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fe Central

JUNE

WEDNESDAY,

ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Rail-

5

1907.

19,

PACIFIC RAILWAY CO

Palace.

way Company

Oito Rosen-fek- l
Manistee, Michigan;
Miss Clements, San Juan, Colorado;
R. H. Brown, Estancia; L. Helfrich,
Trinidad; C. J. Bark, Chicago; T. J.
L.

C.

Jones, Pueblo;

and wife,

Downey,

w

tesmiv
iTff-4ff

EiTectivo

5:

June

Sunday,

South Bound
No

Iff

1 00 v

3 10 p
4 15
4 45

p
p

B07p
5

6
7

50 p

22p
50

Alt! No

TEve.TTiTalitalra... . Arr
22 "
Kennedy..., "
41 "
Stanley ... "
ftt "
Morlarty... ""
61 "
Molutoth...
8t "
Eitnuola.... "
81 "
Wlllard.... "

pll6Arr....Torrttuo..Lve

7,000
6,0f0
6,370
6,250
6,175
8,140
6,12f,
6,476

8"

G. W. Gillespie, Springer; M.
L. English, Dolores; J. A. Scales, AlNo. 31
buquerque; J. J. May, Trinidad; R. It. Train
Moil. Wed.. Train No.
Urqunart, Denver; Richard "Warren,
ii.ii..
Friday
"
Colorado
El Paso; O. O. Dunlavy,
7
4 00 pm
i) am
7 25 Bin
4 'i'i pm
Springs; F. L. Edminster, Alamosa:
7 DO am
4 43 inn
E. B. Brumback, Estancia.
8 10 am
5 00
pm
ii aw pm
Normandie.
Charles Q. Moulton, George E.
9 ID am
f ! f 0 pin
Moulton, Las Vegas; George Mayo, E.
II M am
il 15
pm
10 !0 am
6 30 pm
Brown, Gallup; J. H. Barchtal, Den11 30 am
ver; A. G. Wilms, Durango; Romual-d13 20 pm
Pad ilia, Santa Clara.
Trains Nos
Distance
17 and U0
Coronado.
from
Des
Thill's
Tues,
Ed Rosenfeld, Salt Lake. City; J.
Alolues
Saturday

2

wTp

3 50
2 52
17
2 31

i

p
p

p

113 p

12 41
11 15

Kettner.

Wells Fargo Express

.Mrs.

North Bound

Stattoni.

Ml

1

p.

a

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
Connections:
At Santa Fe, with
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent,

1

Distance
from
Katon
i

Cordova, Lynn.

EATON ....Arrives
v CLIFTON HOUSE J'o t Lv

Leaves..
Ar
Ar

33

KOKHLKR

47

ty

60

or South
visit your home folks, your old father
and mother your sister and brother and
friends.
Every "body should take n
trio once a year, get away from business,
enjoy yourselves and have a good outing, it
And

Ar

does you good and when you come backyou
feel like a new man or woman and can take
hold of your business and handle it with better spirit than if you are always dragging
along day in and day out worrying about
something undone,
The Sa.ita Fe Advertises low rates to Chicago, St, Lou?s, Kansas City and other Points
and return, Also to California and return.
We also hat e very low rat s in effect from
all Kansas and Oklahoma points, also
St. Louis Kansas City and Chicago to Santa
Fe and return. If you can't take a trip have
your friends come and visit you. Call

on me at the City Office of the A. T. & S. F.
Ry. and let me help you to plan a trip horc e

to some other place

JCome
1iai
mm

m

getthe rate

rait don't cost anything

W
ks

and

n

i.r,

l

i

5$Sto ask questions.

r

G. H. DONART, AGENT

East Side of Plaza Catron
Block.

Tetter Cured.
of ours had suffered with tetter for two or thre'
years. It got so bad on her hanfo
that she could not attend to her hnuse-hol4 lady customer

d

One box of
duties.
'Salve cured her. Chamberlain's medicines give splendid satisfaction in this community. M. II.
Rodney & Co., Almond, Ala. Chamberlain's medicines are for sale by all
druggists.
Chamber-Iain'-

s

'

ROOMS."
fou can get a good room at the
Hotel NormauJie at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
"GOOD

Tonight.
would enjoy tomorrow take
;hariibi:-rlain'and Liver
Stomach
Tablets tonight.
They produce an
agreeable laxative effect, clear the
head and cleanse the stomach. Price
23 cents.
Samples free at all
1f you

TNE HOT MONTHS ARE COMING.
During the summer time, when th&
heat seems to take all the "tuck" out
of you, then is when a nice, cool drink
of Dr. Lauritzen's Health Table Malt
will revive your drooping spirits, tone
up your system and make you feel
like a new person.

r. p.

Avr?ra;

f.ITT BOTTLING WORK.

PMo

co.

M

Colio and Diarrhoea.
Pains in the stomach, colic and diarrhoea are quickly relieved by the use
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy. When in need
of such a medicine, give it a trial.
For sale by all druggists.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

No. 259,

a
a

am

m

)R

53
9 35

am

.,- am
am

85
6 15
5 45
5 20

4
3
3
2

pm
.

m

pm
pm

05
45

1

pm
pm
pm
40 pm
40 pg
15

Trains Nos.
18 and 21
Tuei. Thuri
Saturday

STATIONS

"

OUTE
TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

Fraternal

Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rt,les, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address
8. K. HOOPER, Q. P. & T A.,
r. H. McBRIDB, Agent.
Denver, Colo.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MEDICAL
(Homestead Entry
ASSOCIATION.
Notice for Publication.
Los Angeles, California, June 18th to
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa, Fe, N. M.
,21st, 1907.
Los Angeles and return
$33.45
May 21, 1907.
o
San Francisco and return
Notice is hereby given that
$43.45
Tickets on sale daily June 9th to
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make lGth inclusive.
r
final
proof in support of his
Final return limit, August 31st, 1907.
Homestead Entry No.
claim, viz:
0,891 made March 4, 1902, for the NE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOof Section 14, Township 13 N,
CIATION CONVENTION.
Range 9 E., and that said proof will Los Angeles, California, July 8th to
be made before the Register and Re12th, 1907.
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 3, Los Angeles and return
$33.45
1907.
San Francisco, Cal., and return .. $43.45
Tickets on sale daily June 23d to
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon, July 6th inclusive.
Final return limit, September 15th,
and cultivation of, the land, viz: Antonio Villanueba, Tomas Villanueba, 1907.
Julio Montoya and Etanislado Sando' JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
val, all of Galisteo, N. M. ,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Norfolk, Virginia, April 26th to November 30th.
Register.
Season ticket
$88.25
five-yea-

N. M.

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

No. 0,891.)

Am-brosi-

8anta Fe,

CHARLES W. DUDROW

jExcorsioiis

I

AW, KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL

Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove
CERRILLOS
and HAG AN
Part of the City

JSA

bHB

TRANSFER and f TORAGE; We Hani Everything Movable
Phono 35 Santa Fe. Branch Office and Yards at Cerrlllos, N. M.

4

ticket
.$73.60
ticket
$57.25
The season tickets and sixty-datickets will be on sale daily until
Sixty-da-

(Homestead Entry No. 11,192.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

4

M0i

torn

5,732.)

Notice for Publication.
Santa Fe Commandery No. Department of the Interior,
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
second Saturday in each
May 31, 1907.
month at Masonic Hall
Notice" is hereby given that Nicolas
C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
Gonzales, oi Ildefonzo, N. M., has filed
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
notice of his intention to make final
r
proof in support of his claim,
Homestead Entry No. 5,732,
viz:
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, made
April 19, 1900, for the S. W.
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted of S. W.
of "Section 17, and S.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets of S. E.
of S. W.
and S. E.
on the third Saturday of ach month Section 18,
Township 19 N., Range 6
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in E and that said
proof will be made
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. before the
Register and Receiver, at
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- Santa Fe" N. M., on July 10, 1907.
dially invited to attend.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master. upon, and cultivation of, the land viz:
Apolinar Casados, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
Pablo Medina, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
Victoriano Casados, of Santa Fe, N.
M.; Alejandro Gonzales, of Ildefonzo,
I. O. O. F.
five-yea-

4

N. M.

It will positively brine results.

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

y

:

BOOK

SUMMER TOURIST

RATES
also AriColumbia, Idaho, and

To Pacific Coast points,

zona, British
Montana points.
Very low rates effective June 1,
and are on sale daily until Septem-

'

ber

15th, 1907.

SUMMER

EAST-BOUN-

EXCURSIONS
excursions to
eastern states including Illinois, Iowa,
Missouri, Nebraska, North and South
Dakota; also Kansas, Wisconsin and
Wyoming, during months of June and
July, 1907. Very low rates.
NEW MEXICAN
To St. Louis and return, $41.50.
To Kansas Cicy and return, $36.
To Chicago and return, $40.50.
Dates of sale: June 15, 16, 17, 22,
Summer

east-boun-

d

23, 24, 29, 30; July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
10, 11, 12, 19, 20 and 21.
Continuous passage in both directions, going passage- to commence on

day of sale, returning passage to commence on day of execution. Final return limit October 31, 1907.
For further information concerning
these tickets pleace call n

2

4

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

y

November 30th, 1907.
The fifteen-datickets will be on
sale daily until November 20th, 1907.

five-yea-

4

V

y

May 31, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Alejandro Conzales, of Hobart, N. M., has

Entry

TOTHEN in need of any-V
thing on Eaf th tty a

y

Fifteen-da-

filed notice of his intention to make
r
final
proof in support of his
viz:
No.
Homestead
Montezuma
claim,
Entry No. 11,.
Lodge,
fe- 1, A. F. & A. M. Regu- - 192 made April 23, 1907, for the N. W,
.
I....
Vh
of Section 10, Township 19 N.,
Monday of eac.i month Range 6 E., and that said proof will
at Maonnlo
Hall at be made before the Register and ReV.;'s-V-- "
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 10,
7:30 p. m.
1907.
R. H HANNA, W. M.
?
He names the following witnesses
ALAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
to prove his continuous residence
'lpon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Santa Fe Chapter, No. Apolinar Casados. of Santa Fe, N. M.;
1, R. A. M.
ReguPablo Medina, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
lar convocation second Nicolas Conzales, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
Monday of each month Victoriano Casados of Santa Fe N. M.
at Masonic Hall at
MANUEL R. OTERO,
7:30 p. m.
Register.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
No.
(Homestead

r,,,,.,ll..

Friday
rt

40
am
Leaves
RATON
2 20 pm
Arrive
am
Lea e
2 00 pm
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
Leave
8 C5 am
When you feel the need of a pill
Leave
1 15 pm
CUNNINGHAM
Leave
w
X 30 am
Leave
12 40 pm
THOMPSON
Leate
take a DeWitt Little Early Riser. Sold
8 45 am
Leave
12 25 pm
VIGIL
Leave
9 25 am
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Leave
1140 am
CAPULIN VEGAS
Leave
10 no am
1100 am
UKa MOINES.
arrive
Leave
The New Mexican Printing Com- t Conueets v ith M Paso Southwestern Ry. train 124, arriving In Dawion, N. M., at 6 10 p.
; Connects w nh LI Paao & Southwestern Ry . train 123, leavlDg DaWBon, N. M. at 10 05 am.
pany keeps on hand a large assort- S Mape for V an milium meets trains at Preston.
N. M.
ment of legal blanks in vogue In the Connects w itli A. T. A S. F. trains Nos. 1, 7and 9.
W. A. GORMAN, Gen. Pass Agt.
,
Raton, New Mexico.
These
Territory of New Mexico.
blanks are carefully prepared in ac-

rrlnly

,

Mon. Wed.

Jg- -

Ar

Tr'lnNo80

7 SO

The New Mexican can flo orlntlns
to that dono In anv of the laree
eaual
Union of America. Regular meetings
rst and third Mondays in each month cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
at S o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall, work we turn out. Try our work once
come again.
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s tnd iou wti;
welcome.
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifl'
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
eates for sale by the New Mexican
GREGORIO RAEL, Treas.
Printing Company.
DAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
Subscribe Tor the Dili) ITiv Mex'
Do Not
can and get the news.
forget the Children.
At tihis season of the year the first
unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have immediate attention.
The best thing that can be given is
Chamberlain's
and
Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by castor oil as directed with each bottle of
the remedy. For sale by all
'

2

7 CO

cordance with statute and will be
Reductions
found satisfactory.
in
prices are made to those who purSanta Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E, chase in quantity. Blanks necessary
holds its regular session on the second in
making homestead entries, or final
and fourth Wednesdays of each nioutlj. proof
the(ron, desert land entries or
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- final proof thereon, coal declaratory
come.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
statements and in securing mining
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
claims also kept in stock and for sale
by the New Mexican Printing ComFRATERNAL UNION.
pany. Circulars furnished on applica- -

Santa Fe Lodge,

;;

VKRMUJo
Ar
CERROSOSO
Iv
CIMARRON
LJ
.UTE PARK. .'.'.I" Lv

Lv

41

40
)1 00
11

PRESTON .Leaves

(KOBHLKBJrt

20
23

No.

Daily
12 15 pm
11 57 am

Leaves....

o

M.

Train

STATIONS

B. P. O. E.

Don't You Take A Trip
East, West, North,

SCHEDULE

?1

Claire.

1907.

9,

PASSENGER

Summer tourist rates to Chicago
and St Louis and return June 1 to September 30, Inclusive: Chicago and return, $54.75; St. Louis and return,
$48.10. Final return limit October 31,

(FRAY PATENT)
PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.

INCORPORATED

H. B.

Catwight & Bio.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAILORDERS

1907.

SANTA FE, N.

Summer Tourist Rates to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
On sale dailj June 1st to September

M

30th, 1907.

To Denver and return $21.10.
To Colorado' Springs and return
$18.15.

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
To Pueblo and return $16.35. '
The Ron Ton Lunch Counter haa
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
Register.
Final return limit October 31st,
bean repainted, and refurnished, and meets every Thursday evening In Odd
1907.
Territhe
in
ts now one of the best
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
Stop overs will h allowed at and
In the
tory. They handle everything
brothers welcome.
Visiting
of Pueblo in both directions.
north
as
In
are
by
law,
required
an'J
printed
eating line from both eastern
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
G. H. DONART,
New MeUcan
form
the
blank
by
convince
will
A
call
western markets.
a. T. & 3. F. Ry.
L.
DAVID
Agent
MILLER,
Sec'y.
Printing Compaij.
you that tiipy know the bttainew.

Kodaks and Photo SuppHe
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty

of

DEVELOPING, PRINT

ING and ENLARGING. Mail Orden Given Prom p
Attention. Send for Catalogue.

W

S.

HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY, f
Sprint) St., Lot Angtlet, Cal. 610 S Broadway

JSL

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

y

LEW, N

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

leading
East anil West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Amgeles, El Faso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 23x145 feet, laid
80- -

and

streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo-

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
the Belcn Patent Roller

large mercantile establishments;
Commercial Club;

population of 1 ,500 people; several
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
'restaurants, etc. Belem is the largest shipping point for

i

PAGE SEVEN

Future Railroad Mztropolis of New Mexico.

ijG

n

Located on Helen

j

ALL

The SSC1
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belcn is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. SI., at the junc-

put willi broad

I. XI.

8ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. QAJTiA FE,

1907.

19,

a

AND

MAIL

EXPEESS,

TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

OVERT HE" MAI n" LINE THROUGH "to'bE

Fs,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or
We need a

gravel.

first-cla-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

ss

house,, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also
modern hotel.

a

first-cla-

ss

Our prices of lots are low and terms ou easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
cash.
remain
on
with
note,
mortgage as
may
One-thir- d

Two-thir-

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.
.

JOHN BECKER, President.

citv in the near future cnunot be estimated.

of Santa Fe R'y- -

f

FAST LIMITED

.Hi EIGHT

BELEJi TOWfiSITE

wood, (lour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

Cut-of-

WM. M. BE KG Eli, Secretary.

elen Town and Improvement Company

j

1

ssEBPsraans:

KANSAS CITY
STOCK MARKET
Supply of Cattle Last Week Fairly
Liberal Medium and Common
Grades Sell Weak.
Special to the New Mexican.
Kansas City Stock Yards, June 17.
Supplies of cattle last week were
fairly liberal, although reduced from
the volume of the week previous. Run
today is heavy at 13,000 head, including G,000 quarantines, the latter mostly grass steers. All grades of fed
steers are steady to 10 higher today,
best demand being for heavy steers.
The1 medium and common grades of
grass steers are selling weak to 15
lower today,, but have no bad effect
on the market for desirable steers.
Cows and heifers closed last week 10
to 25 cents lower, and are shading
downwards today. Too many of this

class arrived last week, and a few
are needed this week, in view of the
present controversy with the packers
in regard to buying subject to Inspection. The feature of the range cattle
market last week was the sale Saturday of two cars of fed Panhandle
one load weighing
1,400
steers,
pounds at $0,25, and the other load
lighter weight at $5.70. These steers
were raised and fed in Swisher County, Texas, indicating the progress of
the transformation of the range in
the Panhandle country into farms.
Top fed steers sold today at $f.50,
top quarantine fed steers $6.05, grass
steers $:S.90 to $4.70, fed heifers up to
$5.25, rows $1.G5, veal calves $4.50 to
and feeders $3.75 to
$(5.75, stockers

ket in the east. High prices have
caused many consumers to switch to
a diet of cheaper meats. Supply today
is 0,000 head, and prices are still further demoralized, good Texas muttons
selling at $5.75, spring lambs around
$:', ewes $5.G5,
yearlings $7, goats
reWANTED Good second-han$4.35. Arizona sheep and yearlings
chair. Iuquire at this office.
volving
sold late, last week at $0.50, 81 pounds.
t
as soon as coolers
Trices may
LEGAL BLANKS.
are emptied out, although killers
have lost all the snap and vigor disKept in stocn and for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Company,
played ten days or two weeks ago.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
There is no case of indigestion, no of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
matter how obstinate, that will not be
Homestead
Final
full
use
the
Proof,
relieved
of
Kdol.
by
speedily
sheet.
Kodol contains the same juices
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
in a healthy stomach.
Conforms to
Certificado de Nombramiento,
the Pure Food and Drugs Law. Sold
$4.85.
pliego.
Although the supply of sheep and by the Ireland's Pharmacy.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
lambs was small last week, prices
sheet.
declined 25 cents on sheep and 35 to
TERRITORY WINS
00 cents on lambs, because of the
Sig'.s, Card Board.
MANY TAX SUITS Claimant's Testimony,
glutted condition of the mutton mar- -

WANTS
d

re-ac-

Non-reside-

1-- 2

fo-.i-

Roswell Automobile Co
Mail and Passenger Line between Island train due t 2 a. m
Roswell, N. M, and Torrance, N. M.,
time between the two
Running
daily Sunday included,
connection points 5 hours, meal furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Santa Fe Central Ra.lwtyi.
Excursion parties accommodated by
eave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two daj U
Leuve Torrance cu arrival of Rock aavance.
Agents for the Bulck Autom obiles, one of the best known and
Best Machines for all purposes on the market
Two of the best known and best
machine? for sll purposes on the
Address all communication! and t
market.
Guirles to
,

"d

Roswell Automobile Co

d

f
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sheet.
Fienza Oflclal,
Treasury of Rio Arriba County Will
"Livery Law"
Be Replenished
Court
Thereby
Contracts,

pliego.

2

50c each
sheet.
Sheep
Nearing Close.
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace
Complaint,
Proceedings,
(Special Correspondence to the Xew
sheet.
Mexican.)
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Tierra Amarilla, X. M June 19.
of Mining Property,
BonJ
Title
In the large number of tax suits
sheet.
brought by District Attorney AlexanCounty Superintendent's Warrant,
der Read against delinquent property
owners in Rio Arriba County, which 50 in Book, 35c.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
came up for hearing at this term of
Blanks.
Mining
favcourt, judgment was rendered in
or of the Territory in a majority of Appearance Bond, 2 sheet.
Appearance BonJ on Continuance.
the cases, while many w n dismissed
sheet.
at the instance of the district attor- U P.),
to
the Peace,
sheet.
Bond
Keep
ney as the taxes sued for had already
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
been paid over to the county. The
Forcible Entry and Detalnei, Comremainder of the cases were continued
sheet.
plaint,
service
term
next
in
that
order
until
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Summight he had on the defendants. The
sheet.
amount of tax judgments rendered mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
will amount to several thousands of
2
sheet.
Letters
Testamentary,
dollars.
e
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
In the case of the Territory vs. Ed
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
ward E. McQueary, charged with de
Road Supervisor's Receip. Book, 50
same
railroad
the
property,
stroying
m
Book, Spanish, 25c each.
was dismissed on motion of the plainPoll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
tiff.
Hipoteca de Blenes Mup.blea,
The term of court just closing has
ima
dicgo.
and
one
been
many
very busy
rianza Oflclal jr Juramento, 2
portant cases, both criminal and civil
pliego.
reflects
have been disposed of, which
Documento GarantlzaJo.
plego.l
much credit upon the court officials.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
All stomach troubles are quickly
sheet.
relieved by taking a little Kodol after Property,
Pocket
SealsAluminum
to
Kodol
meal.
Notary
each
goes directly
the seat of trouble, strengthens the ded Brand, 2 sheet.
Authority to Gatiher, Drive and Handigestive organs, digests what you
eat. Sold by the Ireland's Pharmacy. dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recor- Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
9.50, postage, 45c.
ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
NEW MEXICO GUARDS.
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
J.as Vegas, X. M., June 19. All Is 12.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
ready for the annual encampment of nearest express office.
Lease of Personal
Property,
the New Mexico National Guard which
will be held in this city for one week, sheet.
1
commencing July 15th or 20th. The Official Bond, Road Supervisor
4
sheet
Replevin Writ,
guardsmen will receive a dollar a day
sheet.
from the Territory, according to the
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
new law, and about 45 cents a day
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
additional from the federal government.
officers will sheet.
2
x 14 inch.
receive additional pay according to
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
their grade. All the military organizations of the Territory will attend Cash Must Accompany All Order
the encampment, Including the regiSearch Warrant, 2 Bheet
mental band from Albuquerque. Most Spanish Blanks.
of the work at the camp will be on
Auto de Arresto, 4 pliego.
the rifle range. The street railway
luto de Prlslon,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
company will run cars direct to the
e
camp.
J. P. Crlmlaal Docket,
2
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Kitchen
Comfort
hot meals and

General Express Forwarders
TO

il

2

4

a cool

kitchen has always,
seemed an impossibility, vet this nappy
result is obtained wherever there's a New Perfection Oil Stove in the kitchen. The blue flame
produced by the

ells Fargo & Company
xpress

1-- 2

The combination of

New Mexic

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 4

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

2

J D. BARNES, Agent

1-- 4

2

0

240-Pag-

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oi Cook-Stov- e
gives quickest and best results. The New Perfection is different
from any other oil stove. Cuts fuel expense in two. Made in
three sizes. Every stove warranted.
If not at your dealer's,
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

can be used
in any room
and is the best
and safest
house lamp made. Gives a
clear steady light. Brass throughout and beautifully nickeled. Equipped with the latest improved
burner. Handsome simple satisfactory. Every
lamp warranted. Write our nearest agency if you
cannot get it from your dealer.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
l
Incorporated)
all-rou-

n

nd

1--

1-- 2

2

1--

2

1--

2

1-- 4

1--

UARTERS
fa

Wtt&lAag

mm

HtltwBiricM.

1-- 2

"

1--

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WHITING TH1
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COUBSI Of
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIMS. BUIY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MOM
now THAN EVER BEFORE .1ECAU81 TEST 1A1S

mm, Am mm i moiii: mm mil.
PRICE-LIS-

1--

240-Pag-

45c.

$2.75.

Postage,
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Connection made with Automobile Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
Line at Torrance for Roawell dall
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Automobile leave Torrance tor RoaMoney's Digest of New Mexico
well at 4 a. m. and arrive at Roawell
Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
l
at 12 noon. Automobile leave
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book,
tor Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrive! "3.00.
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The tare b
sheet.
Affidavit,
tween Santa Pe and Torrance is $5.80
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
and between Torrance and Roawell
sheet
19. Reeerre seat
automobile br
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
wlr
J. W. STOCK ARD,
sheet.
Clause,
Contrato de Partldo,
Try a New Mexican want ad.
pliego.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
Maaager AotoraoMlc Line
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
Subscribe for the Dally New
sheet.
j
and get the news.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

320-Pag-

e

4
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Re-ort- s,

Roe-wel-

T

He? Stump, not ever 2

inches log
Each additional lins on earn stamy, l$e.
Oaf-lia- e
inches k'lf . .3
and rot ever
Stamp, over
.
.
. ,
. . Each additional line on tune stamp,
t
Stamp, over 3J and not over I ichs loig. , , ,W
Each additional line on name ttamp, 9t.
Oie-liii- e
Stamp, over 5 inches Ion pci Lmefe . .,.,.,...
Each additional line, sain) print.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lite.
Borden of all ehipes, under 3 inches log waj,
Larger sizes at proportioaat pnow.
Where type used U over
inch is is, w ktrf4
for one lis tot each
lf
inch or lrstipi;
Ox

. . .. .

.

....

Oit-lks-

i

l uH

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.

1--

1-- 4

Mercantile Stationery

uhhzt Stamps

.....

any town and date for ten jsra
ledger Dater, month, day tui year in inch
. . . .. t . .
Regular line Dater
Defiant or Model Ban Data?
Fat Simile Signatures, Bobber Stamp
W&l Ctt,
Pearl ChKk Protector .
Local Dater

--

...

tl

Ui!f

SELF INKING STAMF PADS.
105;
18c;
tic; i4& IU

Ml

x,

.,..

I6t
U

fl.lt

l.II
M!

8ilJ, ZU
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BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
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The Real Cod Liver Preparation, Actually Taken From The Fresh Cod's Liver

1

After having sold drugs and all lrir ds of medicines for so
many years, the public must give us credit for knowiDg
something about their value. There is no one medicine that
will cure everthing. When we tell you, however, that we
have never sold in our store a more valuable remedy than
our cod liver preparation VINOL, and that if it fails to do
what we say, we w'll refund your money, it will show you
our faith in VINOL.

WsF??
PAMPHLET FOR

THE ASKING

THE IEL-A-IST-

PHARMACY

D

Personal Mention.

Gr0CErS,

MYfiUS,

BUTCHERS

!

(Continued

VAUDEVILLE

from Page Four)

JJHHL

of
and Mrs. Otto Rosenfeld
in
Manistee, Michigan, are visitors
Santa Fe.
Thomas Catron, son of Hon. and
Mrs. T. B. Catron, who is a cadet at
West Point Military Academy, is home
on a six weeks' vacation, having arrived last night in Santa Fe.
Mrs. Linkey and daughter Miss
Llnkey, of Councill Bluffs, Iowa, who
have been here a few days as the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Connor,
Jr., will leave tomorrow for Portland,
Oregon.
Mr.

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No.

250 San Francisco Street,

rocery Telephone

No. 4.

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

three times weekly.
WATERMELONS
lusand
red
of
nice, ripe,
Plenty
cious Texas Watermelons from now
BARGAINS.
on.
We have secured a considerable
quantity of Bayle's Tobasco Catsup,
and Bayle's Chile Sauce at a bargain.
WHEAT BERRIES
Wheat Berries are puffed and baked. The usual prices Is 20c. While this
lot lasts: One bottle of each, or two
They are ready to eat. May be used
bottles of either, 25c. These products
a
or
as
breakfast
in making candy,
are strictly first class, piquant and ap
food. In packages, 10c.
petizing.
BERKSHIRE HAMS.
PRINCE GEORGE.
We have lately received a shipment
now
Have
received a fresh supply
of small Berkshire Hams. These are
of
5c Cigars In the long,
Prince
cut
George
from
and
genuine hickory smoked,
thin panatella shape. Fine quality,
selected pigs.
popular shape, and free smoking qualities have made this cigar a leader
ENGLISH STYLE BACON.
wherever used. The only objection is
This Breakfast Bacon is especially the small
profit to the dealer.
sweet and nice. We think the best Box of
$2.25
fifty for
we have had for a long time.

(Continued from Page One.)

Minor City Topics.
Train report at 3 p. m.: Denver &
Rio Grande, one hour late. Santa Fe
Central on time. Santa Fe train No.
1 on time.
Trains Nos. 10 and 3 arrived at noon, one hour late.
Albuquerque people are complaining
of mosquitoes as a result of the recent
damp weather and so obnoxious have
the insects become that it is necessary
for persons living along the river and
in the lowlands to burn smudges in
their homes during the evening. In
this instance, as in many others, Santa
Fe is ahead of the Duke City, as the
Capital is seldom bothered with

JAMS AND PRESERVES.
We have a good assortment of Jams
and Preserves. These are all labeled, TOWN OF MORIARTY
according to the new Pure Food Law.
GROWING STEADILY
Nothing but pure fruit and sugar is
used in making the Ferndell brand.
25c One Thousand People in School DisPound jars, all flavors, Jam
trict Fine Prospects for Good
40c
Tall jars, all kinds, Preserves
Crops This Year.
.
Baker's Preserves, smaller jars. . ,30c
These are also very nice and absoRev. J. T. Walker, of the Methodist
lutely pure. Made of selected fruit,
STRAWBERRIES.
Church, who has made a
Episcopal
whole.
This fruit is scarce. We are now preserved
homestead entry and also taken up a
receiving Canon City, Colorado stock,
desert land entry four miles west of
BAKERY.
Very nice, but the supply is limited.
Moriarty, spent today in the city on
Mr.
Our bake shop Is now turning out a church and personal business.
CALIFORNIA FRUITS.
very fine quality of bread. Flour is Walker came to New Mexico last year
Cherries are still in good supply, much higher. Our price on bread re- from Oklahoma with his wife and two
Try our Cream children. They were accompanied by
Apricots now beginning and peaches mains the same.
a grown son, W. A. Walker, who is
Express shipments Bread, 5c the loaf.
coming forward.
married and has two children. Each
of them made a homestead entry and
took up a desert land claim near
Moriarty and together now they have
one section of land fenced. Mr
Walker has about sixty acres in cul
tivation upon which he has planted
corn, wheat, oats, kaffir corn, milo
maize and sorghum. His son has
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $6.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
$8.75
about 75 acres of similar crops under
Monero lump
$5.75 j Sawed wood, per 1.000 lbs.. $3.00
cultivation.
They are both very
Raton lump
$5.50 J Four-foo- t
wood, per cord.... $3.50
hopeful of securing good results tills
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75
season. The rains so far have been
abundant and the crops are doing
very well. On their claims thev have
a plentiful supply of water for all
A
S. F. Depot. 'Phone No. 85.
; Garflold Ave., Near 1., T.
domestic purposes, having two fine
wells thereon.
They are well satis-flewith their move from Oklahoma
to the Estancia Valley. Thev are lo
cated just south of the Santa Fe
County line in Torrance County.
The little town of Moriartv is erow
ing nicely. In the school district of
wnich Moriarty is the center, it is es
timated there are between 900 and
1,000 people. Tho town has three
stores, one of them the Hughes Mercantile Company, being one of the
largest retail establishments in the
Territory; the building is of adobe,
240 feet long, 40 feet wide with a
basement running under it. The company carries a large and well assorted
stock. There are the Dobson grocery
and feed store and the Goodwin general store in active operation. There
Is a newspaper
the Moriarty iMessen-ge- r
two blacksmith shops, and a
BUILDING. Day
hotel all doing well. A private school
is in operation which is held in a
mission tent belonging to the Methodist Episcopal denomination and furResidence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaven House). NighU and
nished by the Rev. J. W. McKean, of
142.
No.
Bundayt. Telephone,
this city. Mr. Walker holds services
in this tent every Sunday afternoon
and night and reports good congregations. The Methodists in Moriarty
and vicinity are talking seriously of
the erection of a new church at an
IT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
early date. The tent is also used by
the Christian denomination which
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
has many believers in and about
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
Moriarty.
'Fettlers are coming in instantly
and taking up homesteads and desert
"Went
land claims. They hall mostly from
Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri and
are of a good and substantial class of
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES.
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
people. They are hard working and
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
prosperous. The people in the school
district are anxious to have a good
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.
public school building at the place
when the school year commences in
September and there is much talk in
FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS FOR TIYE CENTS
favor of erecting a substantial and
commodious public school house for
that purpose. iMr. Walker is of the
You
opinion that Moriarty bids fair to be
one of the nicest towns and moBt
prosperous settlements in the Territory within a year or two.

COAL s WOOD
CAPITAL COAL YARD.

d

DUDR0W & M0NTENIE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

Kinds of Picture Framing

'Phone 35

UDROWS OFFICE

The Biggest Curio Store in

tb

Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CANDELARIO,
THE CURIO MAN.

MISOf

tan FrancUe

StrMt

Look for tho

Old

Moxltan

Cart

WANTED. Experienced
Palace Avenue.
Subscribe

for the

cook.

N"? Mexican.

TALENT

THE BIG

MATTERS.

Notaries Public Appointed.
The tollowing have been appointed
by Acting Governor J.
W. Raynolds:
James M. Dye, of Carlsbad, Eddy
County; William .McKean, of Taos,
Taos County; Pablo Ortiz, of Las Vegas, San Miguel County.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Cimarron Valley Land Company.
Principal place of business at Cimarron, Colfax County. Territorial agent
David B. Cole, at Cimarron.
Capital
divided
into ten
stock, $1,000,000
thousand shares of the par value of
$1.00 each, commencing business with
$2,00.0.
Object, operating Irrigation
system. . Period of existence,
fifty
M.
years.
Incorporators, Hilton
Charles Springer, Frederic
Letts,
Whitney, and George E. Remley, all
of Cimarron, and Arthur H. Officer,
of Raton.
The El Paso Guano and Fertilizer
Company. Principal place of business
in New Mexico, at Carlsbad, Eddv
County. Territorial agent, George
Bruce, at Carlsbad. Capital stock,
$10,000 divided
into one thousand
shares of the par value of $10 each.
Object, dealing in guano and fertilizers. Period of existence, twenty-fiv- e
years. The company was organized
in Texas and filed amended articles
of incorporation to comply with the
laws of New Mexico.

notaries public

MEAT MARKET.
We are fixed for warm weather and
to keep out the flies. Our ice box is
filled with choice cuts of Beef. We
receive express shipments of Lambs,
Mutton, etc., every day or two. Come
in and get a sample of our meat if
you are having trouble.

AH
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a solo, "Tell Me Your Dream." Ra-- !
niona Baca and Nellij Friday closed
the program with a little skit which
sent the crowd away laughing. All
were warmly applauded.
Mrs. Seligman and Mrs. Baca who
had charge of the entertainment and
who worked hard to make it the unqualified success it was were called
upon for a speech to which they gracefully bowed acknowledgment. Ed Andrews made a pretty good announcer
togged out as a Chinaman. Mrs. V.
L. Bean, Mrs. W. H. Bartlett and Miss
Mary McFie presided at the piano in
playing the acompaniments.
Stage Represents Tea Garden.
Exclamations of delight and admiration were uttered by the spectators as
they caught their first glimpse of the
stage setting. They had expected to
see some novel decorations because
of the character of the entertainment
and the well known ingenuity of the
two women having charge of the affair but the spectacle they beheld was
The
beautiful beyond anticipation.
tea
a
to
was
made
represent
stage
garden In the Orient. Nothing was
lacking to make the picture complete
and the longer one gazed upon the
scene the prettier it appeared.
Suspended from tho ceiling was a
huge Japanese parasol which topped
It hung
off tho decorative scheme.
overhead in the center of the stage.
Tiny, red, white and blue incandescent lights were attached to the protruding ends of the ribs describing a
circle about six feet in diameter and
a frosted light at the handle half
hidden by a cluster of paper chrysan
themums and a fringe of asparagus
ferns shed its glow upon the performers clad in picturesque ldmonas.
Big paper butterflies of various colors
served as shields for the footlights.
Japanese and Chinese lanterns, para
sols and fans were very much in evi
dence and placed where they would
Electric
be most effective.
lights
were used instead of ordinary candles
in the lanterns as a precaution against
fire and at the same time to furnish
sufficient illumination.
Large vases
of paper chrysanthemums and poppies
were conspicuous among the decora
tions, being the national flowers of
Japanese and
Japan and China.
Chinese flags were also to be seen.
Audience Packs Court Room.
The court room made an ideal
opera house and notwithstanding its
crowded condition every one in the
audience was enabled to secure an unobstructed view of the stage. Fully
fifteen minutes before the time set for
the performance to begin every one
of the permanent seats was taken
and extra chairs had to be provided
Down stairs
for the late comers.
offices were divested of their chairs
and still there were not enough and
the seating capacity was further in
creased by a raid upon Elks' Hall.
It might be interesting to know
how the stage which was only a tem
To
porary affair was constructed.
look at it with its neatly matted
floor and sides hung with Navaho
blankets one would hardly imagine
that its chief support came from rol- ler top desks, dry goods boxes, gym
nasium horses and sticks of wood. It
answered the purpose all right and
the home made article proved every
bit as satisfactory as if put up by a
force of carpenters. The judge's prl
vate office was used as a dressing
room.
Plaza Fete Next Tuesday.
As has been stated the vaudeville
show given last night was to have
been one of the features of the Plaza
Fete, which was postponed on account
of the unseasonable weather
until
next Tuesday. 'Several of the young
women taking part expect to leave the
city next week and for that reason It
was decided to have the performance
on the night originally set. It was a
good idea that the fete itself was de
ferred a week longer as the weather
last night was hardly conducive to
making it a success financially or otherwise. Rain fell most of the evening
and the air was chilly.
Mesdames Seligman and Baca propose to have a tea garden at the fete
next week but are as yet undecided
whether to repeat the vaudeville pro
gram. The receipts from the show
last night amounted to about $150.

LEAGUES

Following are the results of yesterday's games in the National and
American Leagues:
National League.
At Chicago:
Chicago 3; Boston 1.
Batteries Ruelbach .. and
Kling;
Pfeiffe, Dorner and Brown.
At St. Louis: Brooklyn 1; St. Louis
0.
Batteries Beebe and Noonan;
Rucker and Ritter.
At New York: New York 4; Cin
3.
Batteries
Coakley,
cinnati
Smith and Scheil; Wiltse, Bresnahan
In the third inning
and Bowerman.
Catcher Bresnahan of the New York
team was hit in the head with a
pitched ball and rendered unconscious.
fit' 1W ill. a lut-ttueiijittn in K"
condition today.
At Pittsburg:
Philadelphia 7;
d
Pittsburg 5. Batteries Leever,
Corrldon
and Smith; Sparks,
and Dooin.
American League.
At New York: New York 9; St.
Louis 1. Batteries Glade and O'Con-non- :
Moore and Klelnow.
At Philadelphia: Detroit 6; Philadelphia 2. Batteries Donovan and
and
Waddell, Bender
Schmidt;
Sch reck.
Boston G; Chicago 3.
At Boston:
Ratteries Winter and Criger;
and McFarland.
At Washington:
Washington 2;
Cleveland 1. Batteries Hughes and
Heydon; 'Rhoades and Befois.
l
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ICE CREAM, SODA

AND

FRESH

CANDIES AT

Postmasters.
The following changes have recently
Changes in

been made in New Mexico postmasters as follows:
Wagon Mound, Mora County, Pie-daMedina appointed postmaster.
Aden, Dona Ana County, Jessie
Howard appointed postmaster.
Pastura, Guadalupe County, Monte
Z. Miller appointed postmaster.
Puertecito, Socorro County, Boniface Lopez appointed postmaster.
Perea, Sandoval County, Orrin S.
Brown appointed postmaster.
Pensions Granted.
Delegate Andrews reports that, the
following pensions have been granted
to Now Mexico Veterans:
Austin J. Chapman, Santa Fe, $12
per month from March 2G, 1907.
William Doyle, Fort Bayard, $17 per
month from February 16, 1907.
Postofficej Established. A postoffice has been established at
Vaughn, Guadalupe County to be
served from Duran, fourteen miles to
the southwest, and Pastura, twenty-twmiles to the northeast. Leonia D.
Brown has been appointed postmaster.
A postoffice has been established at
Hillside, Quay County, and Henry
Wasserman has been appointed
d

o

THE CANDY STORE AND
ICE CREAM PARLORj
249 SAN FRANCISCO STREET

PICNIC PARTIES.
nnt fnrfpt. to tflkfi a dozen or
so of Lemp's Falstaff Beer pints or
quarts. Tin ice packers furnished at
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.
Shnnlri

SODA WATER

!

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any

quantity to any part of the city.

CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

DR.

DIAZ'

RANITAR UM

.................

Cur. Water St. and Caspar

SANTA FE

kit

NEW MEX.CO.

FOR
APPLIANCES
TREATMENT OF SURGICAL
CASES.
HOME COMFORTC.
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENT.
TRAINED NURSES.
MODERN

The New Mexican Printing company
has on hand a large supply of pads
No Tubercular Patients
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and 5 ml: ted.
A
APPLY FOR TERMS.
merchants; good anywhere We will
sell them at five cents In book form,

ad- -

g

KXSKKB

Tt

New Mexican Printing Con
has the largest, most modern
and best arranged book bindery In the
Southwest.
Tli best kind of work
only turned out. Prices very low and
satisfaction guaranteed.. If you have
books to bind, whether the largest
ledger or journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company
The company Is anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.

B
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